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Need something different?

Switch to B. T.S. !
PRR F39
Piggyback Flat Car

In March 1955, 200 of these 75' TOFC cars were put into service on the
PRR. Designed to carry two of the then-current standard 35' trailers, they
were initially in PRR red with white lettering. Later, they became Trailer
Train cars, and as of 1990, over 100 were still in service.
The kit consists mostly of pewter castings which can be soldered together
with low-temp solder and iron, or glued together with a strong ACC or cpoxy. Car weight with tracks and couplers is 11.4 ounces
While it will handle a 34" radius curve, it will look better on larger. Kadee couplers, SHS roller-bearing tracks, trailers, aid decals
are not included. The car is designed to use the SHS 35' trailers.

#09203

S Scale PRR F39 Piggyback Flat Car

$89.95

American Models' Trailer not included.

F89
Piggyback
Flat Car
Introduced in the early 1960s,
thousands of these 89' long cars were
built during the 60s and many are still
in service. They have seen duty hauling trailers, containers, autos, pipes, and just about anything that is long!
The kit consists mostly of pewter castings which can be soldered together with low-temp solder and iron, or glued together witha
strong ACC or epoxy. Due to its length, very wide curves arc required. Kadee couplers, SHS roller-bearing tracks, American
Models' trailers, and decals are not included. The car is designed to use the American Models' 40' trailers - SHS 35' trailer shown

in the photo

#09200

S Scale

F89 Piggyback Flat Car

O Scale Model Shown

$99.95

Depressed-Center
Flatcar

Designed to carry heavy and/or tall loads, the 40', 90-ton depressed-center flatcar is a
unique car that will attract attention. It can be used in mainline freight service or as part of
a work train with a piece of heavy equipment on top.
The unpainted kit consists of high-quality, no-odor urethane castings for the body, S-Helper
trucks, and brass brake components under both ends of the car. Less decals and couplers.

#09209

S Scale Depressed-Center Flatcar Kit

$ 59.95

P O Box 856
Elkins,WV 26241

Better Than Scratch!

Phone: 304-637-4510
Fax:
304-637-4506

TV.
Web: www.btsrr.com
E-Mail: bill@btsrr.com
Full Catalog- $5.00
Celebrating over 26 Years of Service since 1979
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NASG NEWS
NASG 2006 AF car:
The 2006 NASG GE
Brownhoist Cranes have been delivered by Lionel,
and I have begun to ship them out. Doing so is going
to take longer this year. Each car has to be mailed separately. No shipment of 2 cars strapped together, and
we are now using the USPS Click-&-Ship system to
print labels and postage for each package separately.
This is a time-consuming process, but it allows for
free tracking and delivery confirmation while also
eliminating the need to purchase and attach postage
stamps. Hopefully, all orders will be shipped by the
end of October.
We still have a number of these cranes left, so you can
still order the 2006 car. Furthermore, now that we

have received delivery, there is no limit on the number
of cars you may purchase. There are also some 2005
GE double-searchlight cars still available. Cranes are
$85 each, ppd.; searchlight cars are $65 each ppd.
- Doug Peck, Lionel NASG Car Project Coordinator
Elections Coming: 2007 is an election year for the
NASG BOT. The Election Committee is seeking candidates for Executive VP, Secretary and all thre
Regional VPs. This is your chance to step up and help
the organization. If you are interested in running I
need to know your intent by early November. We can
work on you nomination letter later. If you have any
questions contact me at 610-868-7180 or jamie.bothwell@verizon.net.
- Jamie Bothwell, NASG Elections Committee Chair.

RAIL MAIL
Thanks to Manufacturers: Throughout the past several years the S Promotions committee has published
a small brochure showcasing many of the latest items
for sale in S from many of the suppliers who support
S and want to have their products seen. Despite the
fact that some suppliers have not participated, I do
want to recognize those who have graciously sent
product for me to incorporate into the brochure, This
is S Gauge Model Railroading.

Jeffs
Junction
Plastic Bridges and Structures, Part II
In part 1 I covered styrene and other bridges that
might be mainstreamed into the S market. This time
I'll promote styrene (mostly) type structures and scenic accessories that could be regular stock items with
our major manufacturers such as SHS, Lionel, Des
Plaines and American Models.
As with the bridges, the structures chosen would
have to be those that would be good sellers - probably those that would fit into most layouts, scale or hirail. Again, the items chosen should be fairly simple
to build (or RTR), be in styrene, appeal to hi-railers,
yet have enough detail to satisfy sealers. They
should also be of an architecture that would fit the
1930s-'70s era and not reflect a specific geographic
area too much.
What structures, for example, would be prime in
most S modelers' minds? Foremost in my mind
would be rural type depots - both passenger and
freight. These could be be 1900 style wood or brick
structures of classic railroad design. A goal would be
the most generic looking styles. For example, a mission style depot would be too west-coasty. A
Midwest Wabash wood style might have more universal appeal.
Railroad oriented structures that would probably be
popular would be a wooden water tank, coaling
tower, switch tower, crossing shanty and handcar
shed. Also in the railroad owned category structures
that should prove popular would be a small 3-stall
roundhouse (expandable) and an operating turntable.
I'm still amazed that no one (even in other scales)
offers a RTR drop-in turntable for under a $100. For
all levels of S this is an operating accessory that can't

The new hi-rail photograph features models from
Lionel LLC, S Helper Service, S Scale America and
American Models. The new photo featuring the more
modern/contemporary items shows items from
Overland, American Models, American Hi-Rail
(engines painted and detailed by Tom Boldt and supplied by Danny Click) as well as rolling stock from S
Scale America. The steam era photo contains items
from Pacific Rail/S Scale America, S Helper Service,
RidgeHill Models, Pennsy S Scale Models, American
Models, MLW Services, River Raisin Models and
Continued on page 38

miss on any layout.
Next desired would be basic industries similar to
those of Walthers produced in O and HO. I don't
think I have to mention specifics here, just look at a
Walther's catalog. Best sellers probably include
brick factories, coal mine, grain elevator, bulk oil
depot, and so on.
The third category would be non-railroad related
commercial and residential buildings. This category
is a little trickier to market because these types of
buildings would most likely be lower on the priority
totem pole for most modelers. Thus, it might be a
good idea to do commercial-residential structures in
groups with a common theme. Examples of this
would be: 1. General store and 3 company houses. 2.
Downtown 1900 brick store block. 3. Church, school
and city hall. 4. Gas station, diner and motel. 5.
Farmhouse, barn and farm outbuildings. 6. Post
office, bank and car dealership. These could be individual buildings, but offered simultaneously to follow the themes 1 mentioned. For example, the general store and company houses could be offered following the production of a coal mine or lumber mill.
I've beat this bush before too, and, understandably,
the bigger manufacturers aren't going to be interested in low-volume structures - or ones they perceive
might be low volume. Perhaps here the NASG might
consider sponsoring some projects. Of course, our
organization already has a foot in the door along this
line with the Armco Steel Building and the slowly
progressing brick factory. Eventually, beyond
Cornerstone style kits, RTR structures could be
offered as is the trend seen in HO, O, N and G.
Including lighting and maybe sounds might make
such RTR structures appeal to Flyer folks even more.
If I could I'd go to Walthers and say, "Build me that
one in S."
Once, and if, these ideas are picked up by manufaccontinued on page 39

NEW PRODUCTS REPORT
By Jeff Madden
B.T.S. (P.O. Box 856, Elkins, WV
26241). It was good to see Bill and
Diane back at the NASG
Convention. Coming soon is the
EBT 2-6-2 #11 in Sn3. The kit is
$599.95 and the semi-kit is
$799.95. Items promised down the
pike include the C&O Thurmond
Station, a Ma & Pa bobber caboose
in brass, a urethane Evans 52' gondola, a Thrall centerbeam bulkhead flatcar in urethane, and several laser wood work cars.
BLACK BEAR CONSTRUCTION (P.O. box 26911, Austin,
TX 78755 - 512-467-8400,
www.blackbearcc.com)) has S
scale bridge kits and jigs available.
For example, an S/Sn3 scale 5-leg
trestle kit with jig is $51.58, materials only $30.73. A variety of
wood style trestles, deck bridges,
arch type and truss bridges are
available.
CHOOCH
ENTERPRISES
(www.choochenterprises.com). I
spotted some new machinery loads
in a hobby shop that stated the
scale as HO and O. Yup, S is right
in the middle, so these generic
loads for gons or flats would work
well for S. There are several of
these and include wheels, gears,
pulleys, boilers and so on to depict
rock crusher and other machinery.
They are pre-painted as well. The
ones I saw retailed for about $ 16 to
$18.
CRYER GRAY FOUNDRY
(www.cryergrayfoundry.com
440-356-2652) is announcing
brass 52'6" 70-ton drop end composite or steel side gondolas. Steel
cars will be $179 and wood-side
$189. They will come unpainted
without trucks or couplers. Also
announced are two N&W cabooses, the CF wood-side and the C2
steel-side. The cabeese will feature
brass construction, full exterior

detail, full underbody detail, full
paint and lettering, trucks, couplers, electrical pickup and
removeable floor. Estimated price
$268. A special version will have
the blue paint scheme with end
stripes for #278.
GREENBRIER MODELS (P.O.
box 4021, Star City, WV 26504 304-599-5998) is still hoping to
produce the S/Sn3 Climax. Preproduction price is $1650 paid in
full or $1800 with a $500 deposit.
HOQUAT HOBBIES (P.O. box
753 Greenbrook, NJ 08812,
hoquathobbies.com) had some
new SHS paint schemes at the
NASG Convention. Available now
are two SHS wood reefers - a
Berkshire Bacon and Santa Fe
Chief. These are $45.95 each.
Also available are two stock cars a GTW (2 numbers) at $42.95each
and CM&O (2 numbers) at $45.95
each.
HUNTERLINE
(www.hunterline.com) has several wood bridge
and tunnel portal kits available.
Most are based on Canadian
designs, but would be just at home
in the U.S. New offerings include a
CPR wood tunnel liner kit in S for
$27 and a CPR timber snowshed in
S for $99. Canadian prices are
higher. Check the website for
details and ordering instructions.
LIONEL LLC (www.lioneltrains.com). News via Doug Peck
says that Lionel has hired Nick
Ladd, former K-Line Sales
Director, to continue to direct the
K-Line portion. Ladd says, "There
will be no further manufacture of S
gauge under K-Lionel." The
Plymouth and Porter switchers
will not be made, and there will be
no further S cars or engines. But,
good news, is that Lionel will
begin to use the K-Line sprung

freight trucks on the American
Flyer line in the future. Lionel will
continue to produce S track as KLine did, in 10" straights, 30"
straights and 54" wide-radius
curves.
PINE CANYON SCALE MODELS (www.pinecanyonscalemodels.com) has two new S structures
to note. One is the Donut Drive-In
and the other is a standard gas station. Keith says the Donut DriveIn is the perfect building to park all
those Racing Champion police
cars in front of.
BHI RAIL SYSTEMS (www.railsystems.homestead.co) is coming
out with some modified DPM HO
modular sections for S. These
include 3 storefronts and a freight
house.
RIVER RAISIN
MODELS
(www.riverraisinmodels.com,
248-366-9621) is going ahead with
the
brass
Baldwin
RF16
"Sharknose" freight diesels. PRR,
B&O and NYC were the transition
era roads that used the "Sharks" in
freight service. In later years some
saw service on the Rock Island,
Monongahela, D&H, Michigan
Northern and Escanaba & Lake
Superior. A deposit of $300 per
order is required. A-B-A boxed
sets for PRR, NYC or B&O is
$2,349 pre-production price. Later
- $2,549. Same roads, A-B sets
will be $1,549 pre-production and
later $1,699. A units only (above
roads plus D&H) will be $859 preproduction and $959 later.
Undecorated units will also be
available.
SCENERY
UNLIMITED
(www.heimburgerhouse.com,
7236 W. Madison St., Forest park,
IL 60130) has a new laser kit
called Hogan's Hardware, named
for S sealer Bob Hogan. The wood

frame structure has a footprint of
11-1/4" x 4-1/2". It is a laser kit
with peel and stick shingles, precut windows, metal chimney castings, and other details. Price is
$119.95 plus $8.50 S&H. Some
other new Scenery Unlimited
items include 3 resin cast vehicles
and a resin through girder bridge
that is 10" long and will take a single track.
SNS TRAINS (www.s-scaletrains.com/s-n-s, 208-376-1159)
has developed a can motor conversion for the hand cars. It is a permanent conversion however, and
irreversible. Makes 'em run
smooth and slow. They also have
the 3rd generation of the steam
engine can motors available. It is
$30 for DC operation and $34 for
AC operation. For use with a
Dallee electronic reverse unit they
are $67.
TOMALCO (289 Orchard Circle,
Hendersonville, NC 28739 - 828694-3858) was at the NASG convention and had lots of new track
components to see and buy. Flex
track, crossings and turnouts are
available in code 70, 83 and 100.
Tomalco also has spikes, rail joiners and bumping posts available.
Turnout options range from #4 to
#10 plus large radius curved.
Check out their ad in this issue.

Pine Canyon Models' Donut Shop and the "Zelkin" building from Turner
Models are shown above. Two of several SHS cars available from Hoquat
Hobbies are shown below. The loads shown below are by Chooch and listed on the packaging as HO/O. Guess what scale is in-between - yup it's S.
I did email Chooch and got a positve response about mentioning S as well.
We'll see.
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BEST IN SHOW

Contest chair Bob Stelmach congratulates Andy Malette on his
Best in Show award at the banquet.

This CN woodside caboose was Andy Malette's big prize winner.

CONTEST WINNERS NASG 2006 CONVENTION
Pontiac Michigan
AMATEUR
Kit and Converted
1st
Freight and MOW
Steam loco
1st
1st
Diorama
2nd Diorama
Diorama
3rd
HM
Diorama
Scratch
1st
Structure
2nd
Structure

Alex Binkley
Jim Roberts
Eugene Kelley
Jim Martin
Jim Roberts
Bob Morrison

Southern Gondola
1C Mikado
Freight House
Hick's Cooperage
Bum's House
Rl Yard Office

Ken Parson
Richard Wholf

Gum Stump Trestle

CRAFTSMAN
Kit and Converted
1st
Freight/MOW
2nd
Freight/MOW

Stan Furmanak
Stan Furmanak

PRR boxcar
Mid. Pac. Work Caboose

MASTER CRAFTSMAN
Open
Freight/MOW
1st
2nd Freight/MOW
Freight/MOW
3rd

Andrew Malette
Andrew Malette
Alvin Clapp

CN Caboose
CN Plow
WM Gondola

BEST IN SHOW

Andrew Malette

CN Caboose

SMSG Coordinator
NASG Contest Chair
Judges:

Bob Stelmach
Jim Whipple
Lynn Wells, Jim Clements, Dan Lewis

NASG 2006 CONVENTION REPORT
The third Michigan NASG convention on August 2-6
was a solid success. Registration was 309 plus spouses and children. In addition, 150 walk-ins came on
Saturday. It was held at the Marriott Hotel in Pontiac,
Michigan (Auburn Hills). Congrats go to Chairman
Gaylord Gill and his helpful, yellow-shirted, staff most were members of the SMSG.
The unusual incident of the convention was on
Thursday evening when a bomb scare chased everybody out of the hotel for a while. Several of us
watched the ensuing exodus and parade of fire trucks
from departing layout tour buses. Fortunately, it was
just a hoax. Gerry Evans, and maybe others, had his
room gone through by the authorities as his room was
near a found note. Another oddity was that Alan Evans
got stung by a bee on a layout tour.
On a more cheerful note, a surprise event greeted
many in the lobby of the hotel, when Dave Heine and
Andy Malette treated all to an impromptu jazz concert. It seems both are accomplished musicians. Dave
tooted tenor and alto saxophones and Andy pounded
the ivories on the hotel's grand piano. They were
quickly recruited to do a few tunes just prior to the
banquet.
Like last year's convention the Pontiac one was a 10year anniversary repeat. The only real similarities
were the American Models tour, a visit to the Durand
depot and one layout on the tours. Other tour stops
and almost all layouts seen were either new or were of
SMSG members who had moved and built new layouts.
Tours: There were plenty of tours to choose from almost too many. I managed three - the Icebreaker
Party at AM Wed. (good chicken dinner), a layout tour
on Thursday and the Steam Institute tour on Friday.
Jay Mellon's report covers some of the other tours.
The only snafu was on the Steam Institute tour when
nobody initially showed up to open up the Holly O
scale layout. We finally got in for a bit, but no trains
running. Oh well, it was O scale anyway, I rationalized. I'd seen the club in operation at the previous
convention. Other than that, I felt the tours I was on
went well. I enjoyed the caboose ride behind an 0-4OT at the Steam Institute in Owosso. This time in
Durand (depot at the crossing of two ex Grand Trunk
lines I saw 5 trains in an hours time. Ten years ago it
was zippo. On my own, 1 managed the Huckleberry
Railroad, Dave Held's layout and Brooks Stovers' layout. Oh yes, did you know that according to an article
in a historical display at the Steam Institute that Dick
Karnes famous rail artist Gil Reid met Dick Karnes, a
PRR engineer, who treated him (Gil) to a 90 mph cab
ride in a PRR K4 out of Richmond, Indiana? Our

SMSG members Carl Fleming (left) and Bob Ristow are
peddling raffle tickets. If you spotted a yellow shirt
you knew a helpful host was nearby.

A nice picnic and open house was held at the
American Models plant. Here are molds for the AM
gondola.
Photos Jeff Madden

Dick Karnes says it wasn't him or an older relative. He
would have been a pretty young engineer at that.
Trade Room and Hotel Area: The hotel was first
class. The trade room and separate layout room
allowed plenty of space for dealers and layouts. There
were two layouts in the back lobby area and three in a
separate large room across from the trade area. In the
room were 16' of straight NASG modules courtesy of
Alan Evans, the Crescent City S Gangers' modular hirail layout and the Cuyahoga Valley S scale layout. In
the wings were Bob Pardington's hi-rail layout the
some modules provided by the host SMSG club.

BC&G layout host Brooks Stover (left) entertains Lee
Johnson and Wally Collins.
Photos Jeff Madden

Frank Criswell is a regular BC&G operator. Control is
NCE.
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Dundon is under construction here on Brooks Stovers'
BC&G.
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The trade room was only lacking the usual large setup
and display of S Helper Service who were understandably not present due to injuries to Don and Robin
Thompson's son, Ben, in Iraq. Thankfully, things are
going well. But BTS, American Models and Des
Plaines Hobbies were back after missing last year. See
jay Mellon's report for more details. I'll mention a
couple of dealers Jay left out. Larry and Lynn Morton
were there with the Tomalco track line. They even had
some code 70 stuff in S. On their table were some test
shots of Jim King's resin Southern low-side gondola
kit. Ridgehill Models and MLW represented Canada
with various kits. Barry Pazan was there with his custom 1/64 trucks -1 just had to pick up a tow truck.
Layouts: Dang - ya just can't get to all the ones on
tours. A small group of us drove over to Brooks
Stovers' on Thursday. His BC&G layout had to be the
premier layout to see, and it was. I also managed on
my own to see Dave Held's scale multi-level layout
out in Michigan's "thumb." On a tour I saw Gaylord
Gill's scale layout, the Chi-Town O scale lollapalooza,
Tom Hess' hi'rail layout and a glimpse at the Holly O
club. Yes, S folks do enjoy the O scale layouts. O
sealers have much in common with their S brethren. I
missed a few, but had to spend time in the Dealer Hall.
Clinics: Dang again. I didn't make a one - either on
tours or driving myself to some layouts. Gee, maybe
we should have them at midnight or during breakfast.
Hey, not a bad idea - coffee and donuts with Ed
Loizeaux or Bill Fraley.
Model Contest: Like last year's report, let's look
back to some winners 10 years ago. In the Amateur
class the late Gale Irwin took a first place with a
scratchbuilt structure. Gary Ippolito took a first place
for locomotive and Earl Beegle received a first place
for a scratched freight car. Gary received a Best in
Class for his Amtrak locomotive. In the Craftsman
class first place awards went to Walt Rogers and
Michael Sulzbach. Michael took Best in Class for a
depressed center flat. In the Master Craftsman class
ten years ago the only first went to Paul Raham, who
also took Best in Class, for his drop-bottom gondola.

He also took Best in Show. Bob Stelmach coordinated things this year with the help of Jim Whipple and
judges Lynn Wells, Jim Clements and Dan Lewis. Bob
came up with the creative lighting scheme that helped
visibility in the contest room. He used white hotel
portable shelving combined with some high output
fluorescent lights linked together. Bob said they only
cost $20 for 4.
Banquet and Awards: As mentioned, the banquet
was preceded by a "Happy Hour" musical treat by
Andy Malette and Dave Heine. Following the meal
awards were presented and the Baltimore AF Club
showed visuals of their upcoming convention in
Baltimore in 2007. A nice touch was having contest
models shown on a screen via Powerpoint. The 16th
annual John Sudimak Award for the most popular
model in the contest was a freight station entered by
Eugene Kelley. The Bill Krause Award went to the
Crescent City S Gaugers for promotion of S. Four
members were at the convention with their layout.
Note that this club is rebuilding from the devastation .
of Katrina.

John Heck gave his usual popular clinic on cleaning
and maintaining American Flyer. Photo Tom Hawley

The Tony Perles Award for an S article in a non-S
publication went to Craig Raymond for his Sn3 RGS
article in Fine Scale Modeler. He receives a $100 as
well. Honorable mentions in this category went to
Dick Karnes for his NYC electric article in RMC and
to Vic Roseman for his CTT article on a lightweight S
layout.
The Charles Sandersfeld Award for manufacturer of
the year went to Larry and Lynn Morton of Tomalco.
The Bernie Thomas Memorial Award went to Jess
Bennett of Idaho. Jess is an S pioneer who has a large
scale layout at his ranch home in Careywood, ID.
Ten years ago in Michigan Doug Peck received the
Bernie Thomas Award, Gary Ippolito received the
Sudimak Award, Gil Bennett received the Perles
Award, the Sandersfeld Award went to SHS, and the
Best in Show in the model contest went to Paul
Raham. We also had a musical event at that convention courtesy of Jim Kindraka's wife, Penny, who was
part of a vocal group.

Andy Malette is shown using his non-musical skills at
his table.
Two Photos Jeff Madden

Plusses:
Well promoted
Well Organized
Yellow club shirts easily recognized
Good hotel and hotel prices.
Good hotel location
Friendly hard-working hosts
Contest room lighting
Good variety of layout tours and open houses
Minuses:
The Steam Institute Tour could have been short-

Our caboose fan trip included an 0-4-OT and Ann Arbor
caboose as well as a turntable spin.
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ened by eliminating the Holly O scale layout - mainly for time, not because the hosts were late.
- Thus, the dealer hall could then have been opened
Friday a.m.
Bomb scare.
Jay Mellon's Report:
All: As has become my custom after attending an S
gathering, I will offer some thoughts on my observations and experiences at the recent NASG convention
in Pontiac, MI. I will try not to duplicate what others
have said about it. I have NO commercial links with
any dealer or manufacturer. I only wish I had been
able to do and see everything that was available. There
just wasn't time!
Evans and Evans work on the NASG modules. That's
Doug Evans left and Alan Evans. Photos Jeff Madden

Up from the floodwaters of Katrina came the Crescent
City S Gaugers with a newly rebuilt layout. Left to right
are Art Weller, Jay Mellon, Larry Janeski and Mickey
Deidroz. The layout is 13' x 20' and uses code 148 rail.
Mickey drove up with the layout.

LAYOUT TOURS - SMSG did a fine job of putting
these tours together. On tour#l, Gaylord Gill's roundhouse scene was gorgeous. Paul Gribbell's "ChiTown" O scale layout has to be seen to be believed. I
heard a number of folks wishing THEY had 5000 sq.
ft. to build a layout. We were so impressed with it that
the entire CCSG crew went back on Sunday to "rail
fan" in O scale for a couple of hours. Tom Hess' hi-rail
layout was stunning and his AF displays impeccable.
Nice job, Tom.
In tour #2,1 enjoyed all of the layouts we visited, but
I have been waiting 10 years to see Brooks Stover's
BC&G. It was worth every minute of the wait, simply
stunning. And, while I was "drooling" from scene to
scene, Brooks launched into an impromptu clinic on
how he builds his structures. All too soon, we had to
get back on the bus to the hotel.
I also managed to squeeze in the Bill Hays 1/8 scale
outdoor layout tour. I have to agree with Bill Lane, it
was great fun on a beautiful day. Our ride engineer
was very friendly and made us feel like we were part
of the regular crew. I would be a regular volunteer if I
lived 950 miles closer.
CLINICS - I definitely would have liked to have
attended more of these than I did. But, hey, we had a
railroad to run (display layout). I enjoyed and learned
things in the Lynn Wells and Ed Loizeaux clinics (Ed,
are you sure you aren't Cajun? ). I wanted to catch the
Bill Fraley Yahoo clinic, but our tour bus didn't get
back to the hotel until 15 min. before it ended. Oh,
well. I had to miss Bob Werre's photography clinic
due to a conflict, and since I have a science background, I definitely related to the new approach of Vic
Cherven for quantitative analysis of a track plan. In
fact, it's got me to thinking about track planning again.
Here's a track plan challenge: it must fit into a 189 sq.
ft. FEMA trailer. I have to live in it and it HAS TO
FLOAT (kudos to Bill Wade). Just kidding.

One of our SMSG hosts, Tom Hess
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DEALER ROOM - I definitely could have spent
another week in there to check everything out,
but...here is what I saw.
AMERICAN MODELS - A premier exhibit with lots
of their available models. And Ron gave us a great
tour of his manufacturing facility on the evening
before the convention started. They do a LOT of
things in a relatively small space. I saw the tooling for
the first AM engine (FP-7). They plan to move to a
larger facility soon.
ARMSTRONG TOOL & SUPPLY - I picked up
some modeling tools I needed for working in my trailer.
B.T.S. - It was great to see Bill and Diane again. I
picked up another kit to work on for R&R.
BOY OH BOY INDUSTRIES. Kenny Palmer
relayed that there seems to be considerable interest in
outfitting AF with DCC control. He ran a new AM
"northern" with sound on our layout. Very nice.
CVSG - I picked up some of the S spree SherwinWilliams tank cars.
DEBEN, LLC - I briefly caught up with the
Bendevers. I meant to get back to get a brief clinic on
Dr. Ben weathering products, but never made it.
JOHN HECK - Had a large selection of items for the
AF fans.
HOQUAT HOBBIES - Great to meet Jeff Wilson
and pick a few deals at his table.
LEHIGH VALLEY MODELS - Had a nice visit
with Phil Kehr. For those who have recently inquired
if LVM is still in existence, the answer is YES. Phil
had lots of his kits there. But, he has a FULL TIME
"Other Job" that may delay his response to your questions. Please be patient.
LIONEL TRAINS - Had the soon-to be released AF
"Northern" and heavy wgt. passenger cars. Looked
very nice.
MICHIGAN MODELS - Tom Hawley had LOTS of
product there, but I never really had a chance to check
it out.
PORT LINE HOBBIES - Doug had his usual plethora of parts supplies and also a new line of structures
that looked very nice.
RIVER RAISIN MODELS - Dan and Jim were
there with their superlative brass models. Some of the
nicest detailed models available in S.
SCALE S ONLY - It was nice to chat with Bill
Winans again. I had visited his Palmdale shop about
12 years ago.
SCENERY UNLIMITED - I picked up a couple of
wood kits to work on in my trailer.
S HELPER SERVICE - A much reduced presence
due to the emergency medical care required by his son
Ben. Everyone there missed them and hopes for a
speedy recovery by Ben.
WHAT I MISSED: Somehow, I never found Putt
Trains, Old Motor Trucks or the Jim King models

(new manufacturer). I was also hoping to see the new
model by Pine Canyon Models. There was lots of S
product in the dealer room, but no real surprises (at
least, I don't remember any).
The auction after the banquet was great fun, as usual
(how could it not be, with Jaime as "Auctioneer). I
successfully picked up some more wood kits to work
on in my "What was it like in the Dark Days of S?"
educational routine.
So, what did I think of this NASG convention? It was
a total success for me. Did I have a good time? Yes,
fantastic. Did I catch up with "S friends"? Definitely.
There is a wealth of knowledge about S modeling at
one of these events. You just have to tap into it. Did I
reach my goals regarding model supplies "needed".
More than I need to keep me busy for the next year (in
my trailer).
So, thanks to the members of SMSG who toiled for
over 2 years to put this convention together: Great
Job! Now, you can get back to your regular lives and
maybe get some time for your own modeling projects.
'S'incerely, Jay Mellon, New Orleans, LA
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vention with test shots of the new heavyweight cars, a
UP 4-8-4 and other recent goodies. The heavyweights
received a lot of attention, even from sealers.
Photos Jeff Madden
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AWARDS BANQUET AT PONTIAC

Here are some snapshots of the Awards Banquet at the Marriott Hotel in Pontiac, Michigan. Top left is Convention
Chairman Gaylord Gill. Top right are our NASG entertainers, Dave Heine (on sax) and Andy Malette. Center Left,
Tom Nimelli presents the popular contest John Sudimak Award to Eugene Kelley. Center right - the Crescent City
S Gaugers received the Bill Krause Award for promoting S. Left to right - Jay Mellon, Art Weller, presenter John
Foley, Mickey Deidroz and Larry Janeski. Bottom left is contest chair Bob Stelmach giving an award to Ken
Parson. Right bottom - Western VP Gerry Evans presents the Charles Sandersfeld (manufacturer) Award to Larry
and Lynn Morton of Tomalco. The Bernie Thomas Award winner (not present) was Jess Bennett.
Photos Bob Werre
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CONVENTION FACES

West coasters bargain - Bill Winans (left) and Roger Nulton
wheel and deal in the trade hall.

I think it's happy hour and these banqueteers are enjoying their grape juice.

Above - Andy Clubine of Ridehill Scale
Models demonstrates a painted and decorated Kaslo resin CN caboose. Right Ed Loizeaux gives a clinic. Wonder of
wonders, something New York Centralish
appears on the screen.
Photos by Bob Werre

Jeff Wilson of Hoquat Hobbies

CONTEST WINNERS
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||l|l Readers: Match up the model with the name and award
on page 8.
Photos by Bob Werre

WHAT S NEW?
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Fruit market is by GC Laser. 1/64 Pacer is Fresh Cherries
found at Wal-Mart for about $2.00. Also avail, are a
Gremlin, Pinto and Maverick. Tank Car below is available
from Pikesville Models (see insert).

.*»*'

Gondolas: Top is new brass one from CryerGray Foundry. Bottom two are Southern lowside in resin by Jim King. Seen at the convention.

Dick Karnes emailed some photos
of various S figures available.
Large grouping are Rail Master,
group of 3 is Rail King , woman is
Fun & Games, oil man is Aspen,
and bottom group is Arttista.
There are other manufacturers as
well such as SHS and Reverisco.
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Summary Minutes of the
NASG General Meeting
5 August 2006
The 2006 NASG General meeting was held at
the NASG National Convention, Pontiac, MI
on 5 August 2006 from 3:20pm- 5:00pm.
Attendance at the meeting (not including
BOX members) varied from 23-34 over the
course of the meeting.
EOT Members Present: Sam McCoy
(President), Dick Karnes (Executive VP),
Michael Shea (Treasurer), Michael Greene
(Secretary), Gerry Evans (Western Region
VP)
Minutes of 2005 meeting were approved as
written, but later in the meeting one correction was provided by Billy Click in reference
to the name associated with the molds for the
three point track gauge - the correct name
was Peter Loeb.
There was a member question regarding the
expenses associated with the Pullman heavyweight car project. Mike Shea reported that
the car project had revenues of $42,361.00 (to
date with some cars remaining to be sold) and
total expenses of $34,508.36 with a net profit
to date of $7,852.64.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
Convention: Lee Johnson provided a written
convention report:
• The 2005 National Convention had 215
registrants (325 including families), with 227
attending the banquet. The convention was
profitable, with the profit split between the
host group and the NASG, and the convention was viewed as an overall success.
• The 2006 National Convention is being
hosted by the Southeastern Michigan S
Gangers in Pontiac, Ml from August 2-6,
with total registration (included families)
expected to be over 275, and over 140 for the
banquet. Financially the convention should be
on the plus side.
• The 2007 National Convention will be
hosted by the Baltimore Area American Flyer
Club in Baltimore, MD from July 10-14. The
BAAFC was present at the 2006 National
Convention with detailed information on registration, hotel, tours, and other promotional
material.
• The 2008 National Convention will be
hosted by the Bristol S Gauge Railroaders in
Lowell, MA from August 5-10.
• Bids are currently being solicited for the
2009 and 2010 National Conventions.
Dave Blum (Convention Chair, 2007 National
Convention) indicated that 2007 Convention
information had been available all week at
the convention, and on their web site (link
from Events page at http://www.nasg.org),
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and that he would have a convention presentation at dinner. Doug Peck (Convention
Chair, 2008 Convention) also provided a brief
glimpse of plans for the 2008 National
Convention in Lowell, MA.
Clearinghouse: The NASG Clearinghouse is
doing well and has added both a new short
sleeve denim shirt as well as a package of
track clearance gauges. See the NASG web
site or Dispatch ad for items and pricing.
Treasurer's Report: - Michael Shea presented the Treasurer's Report. For the FY20052006, the NASG had income of $ 131,222.18,
expenses of $107,159.40, and net income of
$24,062.78. Cash on hand as of June 30,
2006 is $113, 308.68 but this includes revenues for the 2006 American Flyer car sales,
while the NASG still has to pay the expenses
associated with this car. Overall the NASG
finances are in good shape.
Membership: Michael Shea provided a
Membership report. The BOT again noted the
significant amount of positive feedback on
membership processing. Members were
reminded about the online data base (available via the NASG web site) where members
can get a personal username & password, and
then update their own membership information. Average processing time on renewals is
now down to about 7 days. In 2005 the
NASG membership grew by 125 members,
while 72 new members have joined to date in
2006.
NASG Dispatch: Jeff Madden provided a
report for the NASG Dispatch. Generally the
Dispatch is continuing along very well. Jeff
mentioned the upcoming 50th Anniversary of
the founding of the NASG. The official date
is debated a bit - either 1959 or 1960 - but
that would make the anniversary in 2009 or
2010. Jeff asked that the BOT and others
think about and plan ahead for some special
things - maybe like a Hall of Fame plaque
that has names added annually, special cars,
special events at the convention that year,
special articles for the Dispatch, etc.
Russell M. Mobley Library: Dick Karnes
provided a brief report on the Library and
indicated it is paying its own way. Dick also
provided a general overview of resources
available from the Library, and indicated that
indexes for searches are available on the
NASG web site.
NASG Special Projects: Dick Kames and
Gerry Evans provided a brief report on recent
NASG special projects:
Pullman heavyweight cars - all cars except a
few two tone grey cars have been sold. Dick
noted that he was surprised the two tone grey
cars had not already sold out, since this was
the later Pullman scheme for pool cars, not a
special NYC scheme as some thought.
• Coach Seats - this initial NASG purchase
for this project sold out in 4 days of the
NASG Dispatch ad appearing. However Dick

noted that the seats are still available direct
from the manufacturer (Palace Car Co.), and
he had also seen them available for sale in the
convention exhibit hall from both Port Lines
Hobby Supplies and Scenery Unlimited.
• Fruit Packing Shed (aka Citrus Shed) Gerry Evans noted this project has also been
well received. The initial NASG purchase of
50 kits is also sold out (last kit sold at the
convention), but the kit is still available from
direct from the manufacturer (Showcase
Miniatures).
More details on all three of these projects are
available on the NASG's web site at
. Dick also reported that
there was little progress on the Brick building project during this FY, but the plans were
to conclude it in some fashion within the
next year. Members present were asked
about ideas for future NASG special projects
• the following ideas were offered:
• Figures
• Pullman standard fluting (to be added to
passenger cars)
• Another small building like the Armco
building
• 85' Smoothside passenger cars - green,
undecorated, C&O
• Scale version of the American Flyer passenger car
Members present were also polled about
interest in Pullman heavyweight cars in the
Pullman reverse grey scheme (UP/SP), but
there was almost no interest among those
present.
Promotions: John Foley presented a report
from the Promotions Committee discussing
NASG promotional activities, including a
recap of some of the ads being run, and the
shows in which NASG is planning to participate in this next FY. The shows include all
the upcoming World's Greatest Hobby shows.
The Promotions Committee is seeking assis-,
tance with the production of the NASG Ads
and staffing for NASG booths at shows. John
also noted that the "This is S Gauge Model
Railroading" brochure has been updated, and
there is work underway to revise/update the
Buyer's Guide.
Elections: Michael Greene provided a brief
recap of the positions open in the 2007 elections, and asked that those interested in running for a position should contact Jamie
Bothwell for more information.
American Flyer Car: Doug Peck provided a
brief report on the American Flyer Cars. The
GE Reel car is sold out, and a few GE
Searchlight cars are still available. The 2006
car (Brownhoist crane) is selling well.
OLD BUSINESS
There was some follow-up discussion on the
three point track gauges. Billy Click indicated
Continued on page 23

Top is Gene Kelley's freight house that received the John Sudimak popular contest model at the convention.
Center is Ken Parson's 1st Place amateur scratch built "Gum Stump" trestle. Below is a scene on Gaylord Gill's
scale layout.
Photos Bob Werre
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HISTORY LESSON
WABASH VALLEY F3 A&B UNITS
Gerry B. Evans
Western Div. VP-NASG
These two engines have traveled around a good portion of the
U.S.A. Their history has many
holes that lie unaccounted for, but
they have now, by one NASG
sage's estimate, been around since
circa 1984. This "history" was
compiled mostly by interview.
The shells are from Wabash
Valley Models (WVM). The late
Charlie Sandersfeld owned WVM.
Sandersfeld, during the mid-1980's,
also owned Omincon Scale Models,
importer of many much-desired
brass locomotives. His name lives
on in NASG lore through the
Charlie Sandersfeld Manufacturer's
Award presented each year by
NASG at the annual convention.
While the original acquisition of
these particular shells remains a
mystery, the only recently-advertised source for WVM shells is
Scenery Unlimited. The shells in
question, however, may have come
from a private collection.
These two shells, along with
some companions, were detailedout as sales models for Southwind
Models. Jettie Padget, Billy Wade,

and Ladd Houda, who did the
build-up work on the shells and
drive-train. The objective was to
demonstrate just how much detail
could be added using Southwind's
lost-wax brass castings. Jettie and
Ladd both remember altering an
American Models (AM) drive-train
for the A unit, but neither can recall
exactly when this was done. The
AM frame (FP-7) had to be cut,
shortened, and re-joined in order to
fit into the WVM A unit shell. Billy
added all the Southwind brass
detail parts and painted/decaled
both units.

methods, see Bob Nicholson's
"EMD F-2 From Southwind Model
Parts" in the "S Gaugian"
May/June and July/August, 1987.
Bob s upgrade is similar to the F-3
units described herein.
I purchased the two units in
April 2004 from the Sn3 modeler. 1
added S Helper Service (SHS) glazing to all the windows and portholes. I removed the then-existing
MV lenses from the headlight openings and the "jewels" that simulated
the marker/classification and backup lights. Also, I performed some
minor repair work and touched-up
all the paint.

From the time when the units
were detailed-out and retro-fitted
with the AM drive-train in Florida,
I installed two circuit boards
until they were sold to a Flagstaff, with LED's in the A unit. The first
AZ Sn3 modeler, their travels are board, using two of its three LED's,
undeterminable. A safe assumption, lights up the headlights. The third
however, is that they spent a num- LED on this first board, fed via
ber of years being used as a sales fiber optics, lights up the two marktool for Southwind. The Sn3 mod- er/classification lights. The second
eler can't remember where or when board, with only one LED, lights up
he purchased them. Also, Billy the back-up light via fiber optics.
Wade cannot recall when or where All lighting is directionally-orienthe sold the units, or to whom.
ed. The B unit contains one circuit
board with one LED. This single
For detailed augmentation LED illuminates, again via fiber

optics, the back-up light on the B
unit. All back-up lights illuminate
only when the A & B units are in
reverse gear.
In order to easily demonstrate
the lighting, which is my sole contribution to this serial modelbuilding undertaking, instead of
resting the F3's on track, I placed
them on stands. The stands were
made using an ersatz AC Gilbert
Erector Set knock-off from
Constructioneer Manufacturing,
Set #8, of Urbana, Ohio. I received
the Constructioneer Set as a
Christmas present around 1952.
Their
sales
motto
was,
"Construction Toys Make Better
Boys." In my case, this is highly
dubious.

S-PIKES at the Convention

Above - Tom Mess's. Below Jay Mellon operates the Crescent City S Gauger's layout at
the convention hotel. Photos Bob Werre

Continued from page 18
that the Peter Loeb molds are available, if
there is a desire to use them. There were
questions asked about three point gauges and
rolling type gauges, as well as what code
rails, etc. Alan Evans will be following up on
this project idea.
NEW BUSINESS
Sam McCoy announced the establishment of
a Canadian NASG Promotions Committee,
chaired by Andy Malette.
A round of applause was received for the
2006 Convention and the tremendous effort
of the host committee.
Michael Lennon provided input to the 2008
National Convention committee that he had
received a positive response to his initial
inquiries as to whether the B&M Railroad
Historical Society Archives could be opened
for interested attendees at the 2008
Convention. This included both their paper
archives in the Lowell National Historic Park
as well as a hardware collection in an adjacent town.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Greene
NASG Secretary

A scene on SMSG member Bob Pardington's portable layout at the
convention.
- Photo Tom Hawley

PORT LINES H O B B I E S
"Specialists in S-Gauge Railroading"
-AMERICAN FLYER PARTS SERVICE ON-LINE CATALOG, OR $6.00 BY MAIL.
6 Storeybrooke Drive

N e w b u r y p o r t , MA 0 1 9 5 0

(978)-46S-8798

../

What's New at Port Lines ?
(a) Icehouse ($89) & Creamery($ 115)
(Laser-cut wood kits from Branchline)
(b) Trackside "Citrus Shed" ($65)
from Showcase Miniatures
(c ) Coach seats; Pkg/36; $12.00
(d) Spreading Tool; $12.00
(e) Reproductions of AC Gilbert
Quartering Tools (0-8-0; Northern; & K5/Pacific.
(f) NEW! AF Reproduction Paints;
several new colors available.
(g) MRC Single & Dual Transformers

:

NEW!!
Reproduction of the AC
Gilbert Factory WheelPuller.
Awesome!

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, AMEX, & PAYPAL ACCEPTED.

VISIT US AT: www.portlines.com

E-mail: doug@portlines.com
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The Straight & Narrow
By David L. Heine
News and Reviews on the Narrow Gauge Front

SN2-SN3
SAMPLER

T

Out of Dave Heine's S narrow gauge collection. Above are two brass Sn3 pieces. The D&RGW Jordan Spreader
is a PBL import. The D&RGW T-12 #174 4-6-0 (1930s) is also a PBL import with Soundtrax and Tsunami decoder.

The two Sn2 Forneys were imported by Train & Trooper. No. 6 is the smaller one imported just recently. The Larger
one (No. 9) was imported earlier. Sandy River & Rangley Lakes railbus #4 is an Sn2 brass model imported by Train
& Trooper. Dave is modeling both narrow gauges.
Photos by Dave Heine
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American Models and the NASG present

iving room ("12-1")
(model photo)

iB-%" long, two-tone grey with aluminum stripes and lettering, ready-to-run
with nirail wrteelsets and AF-compatible couplers.
Also included: * 6 scale wheelsets * scale dummy couplers * current pick-up
wipers * dry-transfer lettering set • car name guide
10-1-2 car names in lettering set;
General Service: Maumee, Lake Ontario
B&M: Fort Slocum, Maskell
FEC: FortAmador
MP: Cape Henry
SAL: Hollywood Beach, New Lyme
SR: Galesburg, Totten, Fort Michie

12-1 car names in lettering set:
General Service: McCartyviJie, McWade, East Bangor, McSweeney
B&O: East Lexington, East Youngstown, East Defiance
C&O: McMeeken, St. Benedict
GM&O; East Youngstown
1C; Frenchtown
NKP: East Charleroi
NYC: East Steuben, East Syracuse, McNamee, McArdies

NOTE: WILL NOT CLEAR AF SWITCH-MOTOR BOXES.

NASG Members Only- Order yours now!
Quantity

rn 1 10-1-2
n 1 12-1
NASG Number:

Pullman Car Style

price
each
$65
$65

Totals

PA residents add $3.90 sates tax (65fo) per car
Shipping ($5 first car, $2 each add/, car)
Order total: $
fill in, clip or copy, and mail with check (payable to "NASG Inc. ") to:

name
address

tity,state/prav.
\ code/country

NASG Pullman Cars

c/o John Foley
164 W. Railroad St.
Pottsville, PA 1 7901 -1 1 26
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S TRACKS
By Sam Powell
A Train Layout as
Sculpture
What is a train layout?
At first blush, this may seem like a silly
question, and there are probably as many
ideas about the answer as there are potential modelers out there. It is a question
that brings the old cliche out "You know it
when you see it".
A train layout is a self contained miniature world, which combines all the elements of the real world that surround the
real world railroads, with the purpose of
creating the effect of being a bystander
watching the real world trains, in the real
world. If we were to view this as a work
of art, then we are back to the moniker
that I attached to the train layout last issue
with the term, Railroad-centered, kinetic,
geo-political sculpture. Again, since this
is too long to use everytime, let's just stick
with "Train Layout."
Making a strong visual impression
The trains are the easy part in layout construction as these days, you can buy it all,
and simply put them down on the table.
This is fine at first, because our imagination makes up for all that is missing. Just
as when we were kids, we can see in our
mind's eye, the buildings, trees, fields,
mountains and roads that go along with
the trains. But in short order, this gets a
little boring. We long for just a little more.
To some extent, this inner process is paralleled by the historical evolution of what
layouts have been over the years. The
early ones were far simpler, and each generation of model railroaders thought up
new, and more extensive ways to supply
what the imagination was trying to fill in
when looking at whatever was the current
standard in train layouts.
Once we decide to jump into the next
level of layout, in order to make it convincing, and not just a cartoon version of
reality, it is best if go look at the real
world trains, and see what is around them.
So the task of building a layout prods us
to broaden our interest beyond the trains
themselves. We can go look at trains running through our communities, attend the
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many great trips that are offered at conventions, watch videos, look at picture
books, etc. So after looking at all these
pictures, and videos, and travelling all
over the globe to see the area of my
interest, how do I go about creating my
minature wold in a convincing way?
Somehow, we must scale things down to
fit into our basement and make a commitment to a single statement, (but one
that is great!) This means limiting ourselves to a specific style of achitecture,
geography, rolling stock, and locomotives
and vehicles. This limiting process
involves some tough choices almost
always. We want it all, yet know we
can't have it all. Many times this is what
keeps modelers from starting a layout. Ed
Scumacher said more than once, that the
task of a good artist is knowing what to
leave out. So, if we can't have it all, how
can we conceive of a limited world which
will still be satisfying to build, and to
view. Our task then is to figure out what is
absolutely essential, and make sure that
gets in, and then build the minimum of a
surrounding, supporting scene to make it
work. Making these compromises will
allow us to get started, get trains running,
get some scenery done, and have a layout
somewhat finished. Of course a train layout is never finished if we are still enjoying it. We will get into the details of the
minimalist approach to layout construction later, but first let's talk about some of
the basics of what makes a layout visually satisfying.
Creating the logic of your limited
world. Most of us start our layout dreams
by doodling a track plan into the available
space, and seeing how much track we can
fit in. There is nothing wrong with this,
but often this approach does not yield any
coherent logic to where the trains are
going, or coming from, and what they are
passing through. What we end up with is
a table with a bunch of trains running
around in a very loosely connected way. If
we start instead with the idea of the main
basic ingedients in the rail transport
industry, and try to concieve some basic
scenes which we could realisticlly include
in our layouts, then we will likely end up
with a fun, good looking, operable train
layout. This can be something that is
appealing to visitors and owners alike.
Consider the following:
1.Locomotive facilities.

This can be anything from a full blown
service facility with turntable, roundhouse, coaling or fuel oil facilities, etc, to
a couple of simple tracks for storing
locos. If you are running steam, then the
need to turn them around might need to be
addressed.
2.Some main line.
There should be some area that the trains
can get up and running. I tend to favor a
mainline that can be operated continuously in a loop, even if it is disguised someway to make the loop not so obvious.
3. At least one passing siding.
The passing siding is one of the simplest
ways to add operating interest to your layout. A double track mainline,of course
allows us to have trains running in opposite directions and pass each other repeatedly, but a passing siding forces us to
throw some switches,and gauge the meet
so that the trains come together at the
right time, and pass without incident. I
highly recommend at least one, and two is
better if your mainline is a disguised loop
of some kind.
4. Several industries that give our trains a
destination within the layout. Jeff
Madden's fine article from the April '06
Dispatch on the subject of model railroad
industries was a great basic primer. It
could serve as a basic text for all layout
designers.
5. Several stations.
One of the most entertaining spots visually on any layout is the train station. It is a
place where the world used to come
together. It was a shipping, communications and travel center. Depicting this on
the layout gives our trains a place to stop,
but also a scene for visitors to view.
6. Off the layout space for trains.
You can use shelves at the end of the layout, but if you design tracks that can be
run onto from the layout, these are called
staging tracks in modern layout planning
circles. The main point is that most of us
have now, or will eventualy have more
equipment to run than space on the layout.
If you can simply run trains from hidden
tracks into the yard area, or interchange
then we can duplicate the appearance of
the real world more convincingly, and
create an operating scheme that depicts
freight, and people moving across our
layout, to another destination beyond the
basement. .
7. One or two yards.
These are complex constructions that
require a lot of space, but they can add a

lot of interest to a layout. Here cars are
marshalled for re-organization and forwarding to destinations beyond that end
of the layout. You can get by with one in
the middle, with staging tracks feeding
trains from each end, or you can have one
at each end of the layout. The Penn Creek
Valley is designed with one major yard in
the center, with staging tracks at each end
of the mainline that is a disguised loop.
8. At least one passenger station.
It is sad to say, but the passenger station in
the real world is not the center of communication, shipping, and transportation it
used to be. For this reason, depicting them
on your layout instantly, and convincingly takes you back in time. Also, they are
cool. There are lots of little details to
include, and usually a fair number of scale
figures can be placed around a station.
9. A highway or two with a grade crossing if possible.
These are fun too. Your vehicles will
identify the era of your layout, and the
grade crossing breaks up the mainline into
shorter sections and keeps the eye from
sweeping through your scene and taking
in too much at once.
10. A bridge over the tracks.
Whether it is a railroad bridge, or a highway bridge, this detail [lightens the dramatic impact of a train going through a
scene. It is second only to the obligatory
tunnel.
11. A tunnel of some kind.
Let's face it, the train going away and then
coming back into view is cool. It also
allows us to further break up the main line
into shorter sections.
The Challenge
Now that we have identified the main elements in the layout design, how do we fit
all this into our basement. The answer is,
most of us can't. But, we can take selected portions of each scene, and create
some device that logically hides the rest
of the layout from view. Everything we
depict will be smaller than prototype, but
if done with skill, it will look convincing.
We need to be realistic in our choice of
prototype structures to model in the first
place. Smaller is much more practical,
and can be reproduced with less compromise.
As we are figuring how we are going to fit
the major elements of a fun layout into
our basement, we must come up with
scenes which will have a logic that

explains adequately the fact that we can
only see a short distance? Why is that
train turning a corner? Why did the train
track have to have a curve? Of course we
know the real answer is that the basement
wall is there. But we need to fool the
viewer into believing that some natural
phenomenon forced the turn in the track.
The better we can do that, the more convinced the viewer will be, on a subconscious level that they are in a real, miniature world. Tunnels, hills, structures,
imagined rivers and bridges become our
friends here, but, we must place them so
that they seem logical. We cannot just
stick a hill any place we want the train to
disappear from view. It should fit a logical geological scheme of some kind. And,
if we are clever, this ruse will create some
visual intrigue. It will keep the eye moving through our scene in an intesting way.
Make it impossible for the view to see
everything at once. It is far more interesting for the view if they must either
walk around, or at the very least turn their
heads to see more of the scene. View
blocks of some kind will greatly enhance
the visual interest of the layout. These can
be, as we said, mountains, buildings, tunnels, bridges, billboards, and even a simple view block divider that seperates a
scene into sections. We must create a
logic for the train sdisappearing into a
wall, but that is not hard to do. Go look at
the real trains, and see why they disappear
from view.
The more complete the scene, the more
convinced we are of the reality of the
miniature world, and the more quickly we
can get drawn in. Everything you would
see in a real scene is an aid in creating a
miniature scene that will draw in the
viewer. This means that in addition to the
trains and track, we will want to see houses, vegetation, vehicles, people land
forms, and the details of the scene such as
telephone poles and fire hydrants. This
means that as we start to construct our
miniature world with trains running
through it, we must look at the real world,
and see what is out there.
Details are the things that are not consciously visible in our world, but which
make an impact on us non-the-less. These
are the things that you only notice when
your purpose is to notice them. The
details you add to a layout are the things
that will not only make your scene more

convincing to the viewer, but will keep
the viewer engaged for a longer period of
time. They are the things the viewer doesn't see at first, but which grow into their
awareness as they sit or stand and study
the scene. The easiest way to get an accurate, practical impression of the details of
a scene is to go out and take pictures. The
camera does not lie, and you will see
things in a photo that you will not pick out
in a live scene. The reason for this is that
your mind can only grasp the details in an
arc of vision of about 10 degrees, even
though you can see about 150 degrees
when you consider the peripheral vision.
This means you can "see" a lot, but only
process a small amount at any one time.
When viewing the real world, our eyes
constantly dart about as we focus on first
one thing then the next. Since you normally do no have the time to sit a stare at
a scene for several hours, take photos, or
study someone elses. You will be surprised at what you will see in your photos
that you did not see when you were there
in person. And when you include that little detail on your layout, you will be
pleasantly surprised at how that detail
adds to the overall effect to the scene.
Exclusion of the non-miniature. This is
the function of the back drop, the facia
boards, and the drop down valences if you
chose to go that far. The more the viewer's
eyes are kept away from the out side, real
world, the more convincing your scene
can be. The facia boards should be a natural color such as green or brown, that
will not call attention to itself and compete with the scene above. The backdrops
can be as simple as blue colored sky
boards, or complex art work as in Ed
Loizeaux's layout. In any event the sky
board serves to keep the eye from wandering to the real world textures and colors of the wall or room behind the scene.
It has a similar function of putting a frame
around a picture.
Avoiding obvious anachronisms. I am
not one who feels that evey structure on a
layout must be an exact copy of an existing structure near the real railroad I am
modeling. In fact that kind of thinking can
end up blocking us from ever starting or
accomplishing anything towards our goal
of building a layout. But, I think we
should avoid placing world famous structures in scenes where they could not possibly be together. I had a friend years ago
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who had the Eiffel tower and the Alamo
both on his layout. You don't; have to be a
scholar to know that this is impossible.
Depicting an impossible world will not
further the goal of drawing the viewer
into a miniature world.
Where do you draw the line with this
thinking? 1 personally don't care if serious
scholars of the industry can recognize that
I have placed the wrong building along
side the rail line of my trainsln fact, I am
flattered if they recognize it. I do model
from the prototype where ever possible. I
try to keep the structures consistent with
the region being depicted, but it does not
bother me that I have a station from
Bethlehem along the CNJ sitting beside
the tracks of the Penn Creek Valley which
is pretending to be situated southwest of
Pittsburgh. It is still the same general
region of the country if you are anywhere
outside of PA, or away from the northeast.
Modelling from a specific prototype will
strengthen the impact of your layout,
since free lanced models often have subtle architecural or engineereing errors
which, while not obvious consciously,
often tell viewers on a subconscious level
that something is wrong here. So if you
model from the prototype, but are freelancing a layout in any way, then you will
by definition end up placing models of
real structures someplace other than
where they, in fact, were or are now.
A lot to think about
Of course it is not easy. Once we identify
the major features we want to include, and
what era we are intending to depict, then
how do we plan. We will get into that next
time.
Sam Powell - spowell786@verizon.net
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"Where We Make Tasty Sandwiches Of Your Club News"

THE CLUB SANDWICH
By Dave Pool
he Bristol S Gaugers (BSG) set
up and operated their modular layout at the All Gauge Train Show
held at the New Haven City Wide Field
House on Sunday, August 20. The show
featured six huge operating train layouts,
300 tables for train sales, and door prizes
with a food concession and free parking.
John and Robin Vanacore organize the
show which has been held at various sites
in past years, including a Yale University
gymnasium. The latter site did not have
any large parking facility for those attending and so the current site was chosen.
The BSG is considering setting up their
layout at the Great Train Expo Train
Show to be held on Nov. 18-19, 2006 in
Wilmington, MA.

T

he Conn. S Gaugers (CSG) met in
early June at the home of Stan
Stockrocki, in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., and
George Leidinger hosted the club for their
July meeting, in Waterbury, CT.

T

The CSG has purchased several train controllers for their modular operation. The
controllers purchased are Control Master
20 as made by the Model Rectifier Corp.
The club is planning to have the inside
track loop on their layout isolated and
powered by digital command control
(DCC ), with the outside loop powered by
AC for operation of AF and other trains
using AC. The two center tracks will be
powered by 12 volt DC for operation of
S scale trains using this supply. The club
met at the home of Bill Mark in Pleasant
Valley, N.Y. to enjoy the operation on the
host's S scale layout which has the N.Y.C.
prototype that Bill favors. The CSG is
planning to meet at the home of Art
Ferguson, in Ivoryton, CT. for their
October meeting. Art has an S scale layout that he has converted from HO scale.
Art is an accomplished modeler, and the
layout should be a good experience for
the members attending the meeting. The
club is planning to attend and set up their
modular layout at the Cheshire High
School Train Show on Nov. 19, 2006.
The club recently welcomed new member
Dan Lundy from Winchendon, MA.

he Canadian S Scale Quarterly is the
voice of S Canada (SC) an active
group of Canadian S scale modelers.
Hank Duivenbode held an open house in
the spring that had approx. 50 visitors of
all ages. The Maple Lane Junction is the
host's layout, and it was operated for
those attending the open house. Many
structures on the layout and some rolling
stock were custom built by Hank. The
layout is in the shape of an E and is free
standing and includes an area of approx.
450 square feet, with 250 feet of Code
100 track, and 23 turnouts. The layout
includes a canal made from bent aluminum with silicone caulking that holds
real water. All locomotives are DCC controlled. Several members of S Canada
helped during the two day open house,
including Neil Froese and Manfred
Lesser. The most recent issue of the
CSSQ included an article by Allan
Dawson on the prototype Southern
Manitoba Railway, which runs from
Morris to Mariapolis. The line is up for
sale, and if no buyer is forth coming it
will be ripped up for salvage, according to
the article. The line dates back to 1889
when it was a part of the Northern Pacific
& Manitoba Railway Co. S Canada
member Charles Hicks distributes the
Quarterly via e-mail and collects the club
dues. The most recent issue of the
Quarterly was edited by Neil Froese.
Alex Binkley wrote an NASG
Convention Report that included his
reflection on the event. Member Jim
Martin put on a clinic on background
painting, and several members won status
in the model contest. Alex won in the
amateur freight car class for an MTH gondola cut down to S scale proportions,
Andrew Malette with a CN caboose in
master craftsman class, and Jim Martin
with a diorama in that class.
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n mid-July the Pioneer Valley S
Gaugers (PVSG) met at the home of
Steve Allen, in Springfield, MA. The S
layout of the host was enjoyed by those
attending the meeting. Charlie Bettinger
hosted the club members in August, at his
home in Vernon, CT. Charlie has a
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etailed and well-scenicked S layout
that he recently rebuilt. The club had
a dinner meeting/get together at the
Steaming Tender Restaurant, in the
Palmer, Mass. RR station in late spring.
John Robertson hosted the club members
for their Sept. 14 meeting in Windsor
Locks, CT. The club is planning (or considering) a train trip for Fall foliage viewing in October. Member Bob Carrol has
relocated to Lynchburg, VA. and will be
missed by the club members. Dave
Plourde coordinates the club activities
and edits the club newsletters.

moved, and set up at the train show. It
seems nothing is impossible for this club.
The club celebrated their 17th anniversary
in July, 2006. One of the club founders
and former member Bill Lane took photos
of the Echelon Mall displays and wrote an
article about the mall effort which he submitted to S-Trains on their internet site.
In Sept. the club had to relocate their layouts to another store at the mall. It seems
that the mall offices were to be located in
the store where the SJSG had been operating their layouts and working on their
new display layout.

T

he Western N.Y. S Scale Assoc.
(WNYSSA). Club members Bud
Rindfleisch and Gregg Mummert attended the NASG convention, held in Pontiac,
MI in July. Dave Blaufuss held the
August meeting of the club on Aug. 20, at
his home in West Seneca, N.Y. The club
is considering attending and set-up of
their modular layout at the Toy Train
Operating Society Show in Cheektowaga,
N.Y. on October 29. Gregg Mummert
coordinates the club activities and ably
edits the club newsletter that is distributed
via e-mail. The club met at Alice's
Kitchen Restaurant, in Amherst, N.Y. on
Sept. 24. for a luncheon meeting.

T

he South Jersey S Gaugers (SJSG)
at a recent meeting, the club members
decided to set up several committees that
could carry out the work needed on the
construction of the club's new portable
layout. These include Electrical (Steve
Cucinotta); Scenery (Greg Berndtson);
Mechanical (Joe Balcer); and Event
Planning (John Aaron). It is important to
note that the club has members willing to
step forward and assume the responsibility of the various tasks that need to be
done to complete the new layout. John
Aaron is coordinating the accumulation
and collection of funds to provide financial resource to purchase a new trailer in
which the under-construction new
portable layout can be stored and moved
around in. The club has a trailer that is
used to move and store as required the
"old" portable layout.

T
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The SJSG planned to set up and operate
their portable layout at the Train Show
held at the Upper Township Center,
Tuckahoe, N.J. in late Sept. This is a two
day show, and the layout would have to be
taken down from the Echelon Mall,

he North Penn S Gaugers (NPSG)
have a newsletter, called Trackside
recently edited by Mike Berus.. The club
is scheduled to set up and operate their
layout at the First Frost Train Show, in
Allentown, PA. on November 11-12. The
club meets monthly from Sept. thru May
at members home's, and will welcome
new prospective members interested in S
Gauge trains. A founding member and
corresponding secretary Glenn Ritter
moved this year from the Souderton area
to Lancaster County. Glenn was a
founder of the club and supported the club
activities. Former member Joe Bolsar
was welcomed back and he is a dynamo
of ideas and activities. Joe rebuilt the
club portable control panel to allow two
track operation with traditional AC
power, DC or DCC. The control panel
made it's first appearance at the
Tuckahoe, N.J. Train show. Joe is also
working on the design of loading racks to
facilitate the loading of the club modules
into the club's trailer.
he Susquehanna S Gaugers (SSG)
met at the home of Frank and Joyce
Smith in mid-May.
Fifteen members
attended and were treated to a demonstration of an automatic switching control
that club organizer Jim Ingram developed
to use in control of multiple locomotives
on a single track. The system uses magnetic reed switches to trip turnouts and
direct each engine onto sidings to allow
another train to take the main line. Jim
showed a video of the system installed on
a G gauge layout with good operations.
The club met on July 23 at the home of
Mark & Charlotte Wertman, for a familystyle picnic. Eighteen members and
guests enjoyed the wonderful food,
including hot dogs, sausage, kielbasa,
potatoes, hot cabbage, corn-on the-cob,

baked beans, numerous salads, as well as
deserts of pie, cake, and cookies. A
neighbor of the hosts has an O gauge layout that some of those attending the picnic
went to view. The host has a one-inch
gauge layout in the front yard of his
home.
Dave Van Gilder is the
Correspondent for the club.
he Pittsburgh S-Gaugers (PSG)
held a Coffee and Trains get-together
on August 29, at the Harmerville Kings
restaurant. Jay Clark has a hi-rail layout
with both AC and DC power, and members attending the July meeting were
invited to bring trains to operate on the
layout. The club met at the home of Paul
Kovacik, near Ford City, PA. on August
13. The club welcomed new member
Vince Polis, who is moving from O scale
to S scale, and had lots of questions about
track available in our favorite S scale.
The club is considering a trip to Erie, PA.
to visit Clem Chesko, who has a large AF
layout. Jon Knox will coordinate the trip
Another trip is being considered to
Austintown, OH. where there is an active
club with both O scale and HO scale layouts. Tom Noll has contacts at the club
and will coordinate the trip The PSG club
members are in the process of constructing an S scale layout that can be used at
various events as a display layout.
Member Jim Whipple is in the process of
assembling a B K turnout on a mounting
board, so other club members can get an
idea of what is involved, and can help
with the turnout assembly. The Club held
another Coffee and Trains get-together on
August 29, at King's Restaurant in
Harmerville off PA 28. These get-togethers are held at 8:00 P.M. and attendance is
quite good. Jon Knox ably edits the club
newsletters that are distributed via e-mail
where possible.
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The PSG is scheduled to meet at the
home of Rich Caugherty in Penn Hills, on
Sept. 30. The recent Coffee and Trains
get-together was held on Sept. 11 at
King's Restaurant, in Harmerville, PA. off
PA 28. Member Jim Whipple gave a
report on the recent NASG Convention
that he attended in Michigan. The next
meeting of the club is scheduled to be at
the home of Ron Kirin, on October 21. A
Coffee and Trains get-together is scheduled for Oct. 30 at 8:00 P.M. at the King's
Restaurant, Harmerville, PA.
Several
members of the PSG are interested in
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attending the Fall S Fest to be held in
Tinley Park, IL on Nov. 3-5. A group may
be organized to attend the Fest.

T

he Potomac Valley S Gaugers
(PVSG) club members met at the
home of Betty and Dan Vandermause on
July 30, in Ellicott City, MD. The meeting
was a planning and business event. The
planning was for next year, including
what shows do they want to attend and set
up their layout, how do they want to help
the Baltimore AF Club (BAAFC) at the
2007 NASG Convention, Baltimore,
MD., and how should the club structure
meetings for the next year ? The host of
the meeting has made a lot of progress on
his layout since the club last met at his
house. The host has tried different tree
making methods for the trees on a mountain that is incorporated in the layout. The
host has F-3 diesels with sound that operate on DCC.
he Baltimore Area AF Club
(BAAFC) is hosting the 2007 NASG
Convention in their area. The club operated their layout at the Children's Hospital
in Washington, DC. In late-June. A 16 ft.
x 26 ft. layout was set up in the atrium
lobby of the hospital and members operated a variety of freight trains as well as a
Disney freight train, and a Thomas the
Tank engine passenger train. Member
Barry Berson brought a portable layout
that was brought to the rooms of patients
that who could not leave their rooms.
Barry, Nick Mellonas, and Darrell Shahin
spent over three hours moving the layout
between patient's rooms. The patients
and hospital staff all appreciated the
showing of the layouts at the hospital.
The club also set up and operated their
layout at the Johns Hopkins Hospital, in
Baltimore, MD. on Aug. 19. The club
was planning to set up and operate their
layout at the Frederick Octoberfest, held
at the Frederick, MD. Fairgrounds. The
BAAFC has been planning to set up and
operate their layout at the TCA York Train
Meet to be held on October 19-21, in
York, PA. This display is quite an undertaking, as three members will be required
to operate the layout during the day, and
additional help will be needed to set up
and take down the layout. It is a very
good way to showcase our favorite S
scale at an event that will draw many
potential interested persons.

T
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Atlantic Coast S GaugersGeorgia Div. (ACSG-Georgia) had
bad news this year with the passing of Jim
Gray. He was one of the founding members of the Division, and had been active
in both the S scale and O scale communities in Atlanta. "Doc" Navarre , a local
Atlanta resident who repaired and
restored trains also passed away recently.
For many years Doc Navarre had been the
person to bring S train problems to, so
they could be repaired or restored " right
". Both Jim Gray and Doc Navarre will
be remembered and missed. The club set
up and operated their layout at the Atlanta
Railroadiana and Train Show held in
Norcross, GA. On Aug. 12. The Georgia
ACSG has applied for layout set up to the
Great Train Expo for their Nov. 4/5,2006
show in Norcross, GA. Members of the
club have made a donation to the Cresent
City S Gaugers to help them rebuild their
layout after Hurricane Katrina.
he ACSG Carolinas, Tidewater,
and Georgia Divisions have done a
number of shows and added new members this year. Some of the shows that
they have participated in include two
three-day weekends of Day with Thomas
and two weekends of Rail Days (at the
North Carolina Trans. Museum) as well
as the Neuse River Valley Model RR
Show, in November, 2005. A Summer
Train Camp was held in the last weekend
of July, at the home of Joanna and Rhett
George in Hillsbourgh. NC. Twelve
members of the Carolinas Div. attended,
and eight modules were rebuilt. This
included installation of heavier bus
wiring, and integrated button boards to
facilitate quicker set up at shows.
Member Bill Clark helped direct the
repair of numerous trains & accessories.
All four of the ACSG Divisions are looking forward to the 2007 NASG
Convention in Baltimore, MD. where
they can get together and set up a large
operating layout with the BAAFC. Joe
Haenn and a member of the Georgia Div.
provided information on the activities of
the clubs.

T

he Suncoast AF Enthusiasts (SAFE)
held their June meeting at the home
of Gene Vrooman, Sr., Chair of the club,
in Lutz FL. An annual event for the club
is the annual Fourth of July open house at
the historic Lutz depot, where a layout is
set up and operated for those attending the
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open house. Set up was on Monday, July
3, with a pizza party after the work was
done. On the holiday, there are races and
a parade and the layout is in operation.
The club has begun planning their annual
train show ( to be held on December 2,
2006 in St. Petersburg, FL ) with Kevin
Mineer coordinating the event helped by
Gene Vrooman. Approx. one-third of the
tables have been reserved and paid for.
Les Barnett hosted the club for their
September meeting, and "Mama" and
"Papa" Flora are scheduled to hold the
October meeting at their home.
he Chicago Assoc. of S Gaugers
(CASG), with member Phil Kosin
coordinating, held a club summer outing,
at the Fox Valley Trolley Museum on
August 27. Phil reserved a shelter at the
Jon Duerr Forest Preserve, near the south
end of the trolley line from the museum.
Tickets were purchased in advance for
those planning to attend so they could ride
the trolley to the museum, enjoy the
museum, and ride back to the picnic area
for food and fellowship. Friends and
children were all invited. The CASG is
busy planning for the Fall S Fest, to be
held on Nov. 3-5, in Tinley Park, IL. Box
cars for the Fest are painted, and NASG
Pres. Sam McCoy has been working on
the art work for the car decals. Bruce
Lorence will coordinate the decaling of
the cars with help from members. The
motif of the event is 100 years of AF
trains. The club plans to set up and operate their layout at the NMRA sponsored
Southland Train Show, Oak Lawn, IL. on
Sept. 30/Oct. 1.
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The CASG has sent out promotional
material for the Fall S Fest-2006 to be
held at the Holiday Inn Select, Tinley
Park, IL. The event is bound to be a good
one for S gaugers, including manufacturer's and dealers displays; 7500 square ft.
of S layouts; layout tours; clinics; model
contest; train races; and the annual Fall S
Fest banquet. The featured spaeaker at
the banquet will be Carl Leeucke, a professional child actor (now grown up) who
portrayed Corky in the AF Boy's RR Club
feature ads.
he Cuyahoga Valley S Gaugers
(CVSG) met at the home of Sharon
Morton, for their May meeting. Twenty
three members attended, and it was
announced that the club's new trailer for
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eady to have shelves and racks fitted.
J_ Phil and Donna Beyer hosted the club
for their June meeting in Middleburgh
Heights, OH. On June 24 the club set up
and displayed their hi-rail layout at the
Canal Hidden Valley Metro Parks Train
Show. Plans were under way for the
club's own "All Gauge Model Train
Show" held at the (JAW Hall, Local 1005
on August 27. Dave Macamee and Tom
Boldt drove the scale layout to the NASG
convention and other members helped
operate the layout.. The CVSG planned
to set up and operate their layout at the
Ohio Council of Boy Scouts Jamboree on
Saturday, Sept. 30. On the following
weekend, the club will bring and set up all
three layouts at the NMRA Berea Train
Show. Lee McCarty is president and
coordinates the club activities. Gene
Rominski is Secretary and keeps the
meeting notes.
he Miami Valley S Gaugers
(MVSG) has held several work sessions at Larry Beam's car club facility, in
Dayton, OH. A recent session was given
over to see if the club could use AF AilAboard panels to build a smaller layout
for events that cannot accommodate the
club's large display layout. Some of the
panels available had warped, and some
had track that was either unattached or
badly bent. It was decided to forego the
use of the AF panels and use AF track or
similar in rubber roadbed. A 5 ft. x 9 ft.
layout was decided upon, and to be constructed on a 2 inch thick Styrofoam base.
Another work session was held on Sept.
9, to work further on a small layout. The
club plans to set up and display their large
layout at the NMRA sponsored Train
Show on Nov. 4/5, at the Dayton Hara
Arena.
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The Northern Ohio S Sealers (NOSS)
were hosted on August 27 by Sharron and
Jack Sudimak, in Medina, OH. The
club's corner modules were discussed,
and ideas for them were tossed around.
Stan Hywet Hall has an outdoor garden
railroad, in Akron, OH., that was part of a
club tour of the manor grounds, a live butterfly display in the conservatory, and an
1860's style baseball game. The train display was "Trains Across the Valley", an
exhibit modeled from the Cuyahoga
Valley.

The State Line S Gaugers (SLSG) held
their regular monthly meeting at the home
of Roger and Vera Flood, in Rockford, IL.
Vera ably edits the club newsletter, which
always has interesting ideas and reports of
various RR events. Members Dave
Oberholtzer, Dave Pippitt, George
Sorensen, and Clint Strouse worked on
one of the club two foot long modules and
made it into a bridge section. There
apparently are two levels of bridges over
the length of the module. Mac and John
Gianos worked on other club modules to
refurbish them and make operastion more
reliable. Club members are planning to
attend the Fall S Fest on Nov. 3-6, in
Tinley Park, IL. as being organized by the
CASG, and those attending may go as a
group. There are two local RR themed
events that may be part of the club schedule. These include the Harvest Festival
held at the Fox River Trolley Museum, S.
Elgin, IL. and the Fall Color Spectacular
event at the East Troy Electric RR, E.
Troy, Wl. Dick Bird is President; George
Sorensen, VP; Terry Dyer, Secretary; and
David Pippitt, Treasurer.
he Central Ohio S Gaugers (COSG)
met at the home of Dennis and
Brenda Lavender, in Newark, OH on
Sept. 17. The host has a huge AF layout
that was enjoyed by those attending the
meeting. The club haeld elections for
President, Secretary, and Treasurer at the
meeting, however, results were not available at press time. Larry Robertson was
President of the club, and has served as
such for the past four years. Alan Evans
ably edits the club newsletter, and distributes it via e-mail in several formats so all
recipients can use the information. Alan
constructed an S scale layout with help
from Phil Howe and his wife's brother-inlaw. S Helper track was used with a
turnout and siding for a stock pen and a
loading dock. The layout is 4 ft. x 8 ft.
and made on a sheet of Styrofoam in a
frame that could be disassembled in two
halves with the track removed Alan is
coordinating a group trip to the Fall S
Fest. The club is also planning to display
their layout at the Marion Train Show, on
Dec. 2, and at the Buckeye Show at the
State Fairgrounds, Columbus, OH. on
Dec. 9. It is also planned to set up and
display the layout at the TTOS Train
Show on Dec. 10, at the Franklin County
Fairgrounds, Hilliard, OH.

T

he Southeastern Michigan S
Gaugers (SMSG) held their June
meeting at the home of Gaylord Gill, in
Highland, MI. at which last minute plans
for the NASG Convention held in
Pontiac, MI were made. Member Bob
Pardington hosted the club meeting in
Taylor, MI. Tom Hawley edits the club
newsletter that includes information on
prototype news, and modeling news. Ken
Garber is President, and
Sig
Fleischmann, Treasurer of the club. The
club made a donation to the Crescent City
S Gaugers of New Orleans to help rebuild their portable layout, damaged by
Hurricane Katrina. A letter of thanks and
acknowledgement was received. Member
Jerry Ponitowski recently painted a
Lionel 9040 series box car, added an Ace
Floor and S scale trucks to convert the
027 car to S scale. Of course, the club just
hosted the 2006 NASG Convention covered in this issue.

T

he Badgerland S Gaugers (BSG)
held their summer picnic at member
Jim Starosta's house on Aug. 5, in
Greenfield, WL and twenty nine members
attended. The only reports that were
given were what the various members had
been doing over the summer. David and
Sandy Smukowski hosted the club members to an open house at their home in
West Bend, WL The event was from
noon to 3:30 P.M. and included operation
and enjoyment on the two layouts that the
hosts have constructed. There is a 350
square ft. S gauge layout indoors and a G
gauge garden RR with about 1000 ft. of
track in the back yard. Refreshments
were served, and the club members
attending enjoyed a great model RR day.
The Sept. club meeting was hosted by Art
Doty and Trumann Garrett at the
Westosha Cummunity Center, Bristol,
WL The club has their train trade shows
in full swing, with the most recent ones on
Sept. 24, and October 22, 2006. The
shows are held at the Knights of
Columbus Hall, Greenfield, WL from
8:00 A.M. until noon.

T

embers of the Inland Empire S
Gaugers Assoc. of the Northwest
(IESGAPN) were saddened to hear of the
passing of Tom Bangs on July 8, 2006.
Tom had been a member of the club for
about twenty years, but had not been one
in the most recent years. He modeled in
N gauge and S gauge, and was building an

M
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n2 layout at the time of his death. A
recent issue of the club newsletter
included the funeral service folder
remembering Tom's life and activities.
The service was held at the Fairchild AF
Base Chapel on July 21,2006. Tom's
wife, Shirley was pleased to have club
members attend his funeral.

S

The Sept. meeting of the IESGAPN was
held at the home of Jess Bennett, in
Carey wood, ID on the 10 th of the month.
Jess was the recipient of the prestigious
Bernie Thomas award from the NASG,
presented at the convention in August.
Jess has a great S scale layout upon which
he operates his custom built detailed brass
locomotives (mostly steam). The layout
has been featured in several magazine
publications in the past, and includes
large mountain scenery and a sweeping
wood trestle. The club is planning to
bring their layout to the swap train meet
held in mid-October at the Spokane
Community College. Larry Baker suggested that two charter members of the
club be made honorary members. The
members are Bob Beshore, and Jess
Bennett. Bob hosted the club meeting in
October. A letter from Vic Cherven to Jon
Kettner was included in a recent issue of
the club newsletter. Vic described his trip
with his father to the NASG convention
via the Empire Builder (12 inches to the
foot). Vic gave a clinic on track planning,
and developing layouts for prototypical
operation using time tables, freight car
forwarding techniques, etc. Vic and his
father enjoyed the convention and purchased freight and passenger car kits to
assembly when they returned home.
rT"'he

Rocky Mountain High Railers
L (RMHR) met on July 8 at the Boise
City Government Buildings to work on
their layout, Lookout Junction. The airport section of the layout was upgraded
with new runway lights. Shane Jibben
brought some rice lights that are small
and would work well as runway lights.
Shane volunteered to coordinate the attendance, set up, and display of the layout at
the Northwest Model RR Expo, on Sept.
9/10, in Caldwell, ID. The club recently
welcomed a new member, Ron Costa. A
recent newsletter had a description of the
S Hi-rail layout of Dr. Greg Lewer, and
how it influenced the raising of his children, Andrea, Philip, Paul and Aaron.
Paul is now a U.S. Navy officer on the
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USS Cole, Andrew graduated last May as
a mechanical engineer, Andrea is at the
Univ. of Hawaii thinking about her future
career, and Philip is a senior at Centennial
High School. Greg is considering a modular layout that would be transportable as
needed. John Eichmann coordinates the
club activities and edits the club newsletter. John has a good relationship with the
Boise Mayor Dave Bieter, and City
Counsel Pro-Tern Elaine Clegg. The
recent newsletter issue had photos of
these celebrities at the Boise Depot 80 th
Anniversary celebration at the club layout
where it was set up and operated for those
attending.
he Greater Seattle S Gangers
(GSSG) was formed in 1965, meets
monthly (except summer) at different
members homes . Most of the members
have layouts, most are Hi-rail, and some
are scale. Last March the club met at the
homwe of Roger Nulton, in Tacoma,
AWA, overlooking Puget Sound. Roger
and wife Jami have been moving walls
and a bathroom to accommodate the construction of a layout in the basement. A
coved masonite backdrop painted sky
blue along with an array of room lighting
has been installed. Most of the model RR
layout bench work has been installed.
The layout that Roger is building is based
upon a layout plan by fellow S sealer
Jerry Porter. When he lived in San Diego,
CA. Roger had a layout that was featured
some years ago in Kalmbach's Great
Model Railroads. Those attending the
meeting were Jon Beveridge, Rod
Cornwall, Phil Johnson, Greg Kapfer,
Dick Karnes, Bob Kimball, Richard
Rank, Ross Roberts, Eric Reis, and host
Roger Nulton. Dick Karnes supplied
information about the club activities.

T

he Bay Area S Sealers (BASS) hosted for their May meeting by Joe
Visitine in Santa Cruz, CA. Joe had the
modules with the grain elevator donated
by Dave Smith set up and was working on
the scenery around the elevator to meld it
into the layout modules. The host also
provided a hands-on tree building clinic,
of which only Don Seeburger and Lee
Johnson took advantage of. The club
painted their layout trailer "brick house"
red with black fenders. The club set up
and displayed their layout at the
Dunsmuir RR Days event from July 7 to
July 9, 2006. Bill and Paula Young invit-
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ed the club member attending and setting
up the layout to a barbecue picnic on
Friday July 7, in Mt. Shasta City. During
the end of July, the club set up their layout at the San Ramon Valley Museum, in
Danville, CA. Operation was from July
25 to July 29 at 3:00 P.M. when the layout
was taken down. John Rolston hosted the
club meeting on Sept. 16, in Sonoma A
feature of a recent newsletter was a photo
of a citrus shed from Showcase
Miniatures. Gerry Evans built one of the
models whch was photographed for the
newsletter. NASG has ordered fifty kits
which were sold to members. They are
sold out now, but the manufacturer will
offer the kits to interested parties. Lee
Johnson coordinates the club activities
and provided a place for the members that
worked on the San Ramon Valley
Museum layout display to stay while the
event was on.
he Southern California S Gangers
(SCSG) held their July meeting at
the home of Dennis Bagby, in Altadena,
CA. Six members attended along with a
new guest, Jim Radke. The members
were polled to determine what sort of a
modular layout would be undertaken. It
was decided to build a circular set-up with
one track so that another track could be
easily added. The modules would be
owned and maintained by the individual
members, with the option of club ownership at some future date. The track to be
used on the modules will most probably
be S Helper Service brand that can operate scale, Hi-rail and AF trains. Jeff
Nelson agreed to research various modular layouts to determine the optimum size,
etc. Jeff Kruger held the August meeting
at his home in San Dimas, CA. Member
Jim Best is recuperating from hip surgery,
and the members wished him a speedy
pain free recovery. Those attending the
meeting operated the host's layout. The
installation of DCC is under consideration
for the layout. The club agreed to construct 2 ft. x 3 ft. long modules, with each
member responsible for a minium of two
modules. Corner modules will be built by
any club member wishing to do so. It was
agreed that a special session to build the
modules or at least begin work on the
modules would be scheduled. Bob
Langton hosted the club for their Sept.
meeting, in Pasadena, CA. The location
of the meeting was at a mansion which
has a 16 x 36 ft. AF layout owned by Don

T
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asty and Robert Knee. Nine members attended the meeting.
Bob
Knee ran trains on the layout and the
members attending enjoyed the layout
operation. The club is planning a visit to
the Slim Gauge Guild layout in Pasadena,
CA. Module construction materials were
discussed, and a date to get started was to
be decided. Gene Capron will hold the
October meeting at his home in Pomona,
CA., Terry Dillon will host in November
in Burbank, CA. Jeff Kruger writes up
the club meeting notes, and coordinates
the club activities.

H

Your column editor wishes to thank
those club members that submit information on the activities and events that
you organize and attend. Please send
information and newsletters for the column to David Pool, 11 Bittersweet
Trail, Wilton, CT., 06897-3902 or email at: ndpool@juno.com

At Mark Anderman's Wild Studio, April 1st & 2nd, 2006
(More Photos, page 37)

Photos by Mark Anderman

A Corvin Oberholtzer (seated), Mark Schwartz (center) and Bernie
Guegliotti watch a mix of trains on several tracks.

>• The Steam-up gang: Front from left: Bernie
Guegliotti and Mark Schwartz. Second Row: Mark
Anderman and Corvin Oberholtzer. Back Row: Jim
Ingram, Dick Purnell, Dennis Oberholtzer, Dick
Persing, Earl Wagner and Dave Van Gilder. Not available for photo: Doris Anderman, Dave and Frances
Maggs.
GQLDINHANDS
www.goldinhands.com
TRAIN REPAIRS
American Flyer - Lionel
D.C, AND TMCC CONVERSIONS
American Flyer - Lionel
Custom built Crossbucks &
Maintenance Cradles
Ph: 847-727-0857
Fax: 847-884-9285

Y Dave Van Gilder setting an American Models Northern
to head a coal consist on his wood trestle. Bob Persing
and Earl Wagner talk shop nearby.

DON'T MISS A SINGLE LSSUEI

At It's finest!
The 1:64 Modeling Guide has it all!
How To Articles - Construction Articles - Color Photos
Product Reviews - Scale News - Scratchbuilding
Annual Subscriptions start at $39a (6 issues per year),
Canadian & international Subscriptions, too! AMEX/Visa/MC DISC
RO.BOX 465898, Lawrence*, GA 30042-5898 770/979-5069 -- www.ModelingGuide.com

EXTRA BOARD
S IN THE PRESS
July 2006 CTT: - A nice series
of various project articles on
improving Plasticville buildings. A
six page feature on Gene Kelley's
hi-rail layout. Our own Doug Peck
is even mentioned in the article.
- Sept. 2006 CTT: - A Roger
Carp article on Bill Loop's O and S
gauge layout. A nice review of the
SHS hi-rail version of the 2-8-0.
- Nov. 2006 CTT: Another Roger
Carp article, this time on Cliff
Saxton's St. Louis area AF layout.
Cliff is a member of the AF S
Gangers of St. Louis.
- Aug. 2006 Scale Rails (NMRA
pub): On page 22 there are two
photos of Brooks Stovers' semiscale layout that will be on a layout
tour for the 2007 NMRA convention to be held in the Detroit area.
- Sept. 2006 Scale Rails:
Nothing specific on S, but a new
publisher is now producing the
magazine and the look and content
seem to be much improved. They
have a new Editor in Stephen M.
Priest who actually switched from
Marx 3-rail to American Flyer S
when he was 8. He now models in
HO and O scales, but he says he
loves all scales. This might be a
good opportunity for S to make
some inroads in the NMRA publication. - ed.
NOTES ON THE AF NORTHERN AND...
Some comments from Bob Bubeck
from observations at the Lionel
booth at the NASG Convention in

Pontiac:
1. The Lionel AF
Northern is being made from a lot
of new tooling. The boiler tool is
all new with sharper detailing
being the result. The chassis, drive
and smoke unit are all new. The
cab is finished with a backhead,
two figures and "glass" fitted to the
cab windows. RailSounds electronics are fitted in the tender and
generate electronic chuff, bell and
whistle. There is no wire tether
between the cab and tender. Power
pickup for the engine is derived
from the drivers. The whistle, by
the way, sounds great. The RS
sounds can be defeated so that one
can go with the choo-choo sound
from the smoke piston unit. The
electronic "chuff is generated by a
magnetic sensor on the forwardmost axle on the front tender truck
- a Lionel practice for O gauge tenders in the past. The mechanical
chuff is a higher pitch than the old
Gilbert - more along the lines of
the American Models steam
engine chuff. During an all too
brief run, operation appeared to be
smooth and smoke was easily generated. Paint, fit and finish are very
nicely done. All add-on details are
metal. The new Northern is very
ruggedly constructed. This is one
new S gauge steamer that one
could hand to the proverbial lucky
7-year-old on Christmas morning
and not have to worry about it
being broken two minutes later. In
this sense the new Northern is very
much postwar in design and
intended use.
2. Once most see the new heavyweights with their detail and new

NASG COPY SERVICE
Note that the Copy Service is now in the hands of Dick Karnes
who is in charge of the Russell M. Mobley Memorial Library.
Copies of articles from back issues of the NASG Dispatch and
other publications we have permission to copy are available from
Dick per his instructions in the Library ad. We want to thank
Kent Singer for handling the Copy Service for many years.
Kent still is available to work up any Short & Easy articles you
want to send his way.
Kent can be reached at 6516 Georgian Way, Columbus, GA
31909. email: k_singer@knology.net
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die-cast trucks, I believe that they
will be glad that they are freshly
tooled. They are also 1-1/2 inches
longer than the vintage Gilbert
cars, so the consists assembled
from them will look more sleek
than the old ones. And, yes, they
will operate on 20" radius Gilbert
curves. They have silhouette windows at this time. The samples
were painted white to reveal the
molded-in details, which are many.
The "scale guys" came by in large
numbers requesting undecorated
versions of the baggage car.
Bob Bubeck
The NASG at the Train
Collectors Association National
Convention. Note - a photo montage of this effort appeared in the
August Directory - ed.
Through the efforts of John Foley
the NASG was represented at the
National Convention of the Train
Collectors Association in San
Antonio in June of this year. John
contacted me and asked if our
club, Lone Star Flyer Club, would
be interested and able to transport
our portable layout to San Antonio.
I was immediately ready to say
yes, but had to bring the idea
before our membership. One part
of the mission statement on our
web site (www.lonestarflyer.org)
lists "... increase public awareness
and interest in American Flyer and
other S Gauge trains". With this in
mind a core group that was willing
and able to accomplish this task
was formed. It takes a number of
people to load and unload the layout, as well as set up and operate
trains. Also, we were looking at a
three hundred mile drive with a
large truck. Pat Halpin, the chairman of the convention, was contacted for approval of our layout in
the exhibitor area. With his effort
and that of Clay Kinsner we were
given the OK. After discussing the
area required we were assured that
the necessary space was available.
We arrived Thursday afternoon
June 22nd and had the layout
assembled and ready to run trains
that evening. The facilities were
excellent and all are requests were

filled promptly by hotel staff. We
operated the layout Friday and
Saturday June 23rd and 24th. The
pictures show the result of our
effort. For our part it was a lot of
work, but also a lot of satisfaction.
We normally take our layout to
three shows in the Dallas/Fort
Worth area. This was by far the
longest distance and extra measures had to be taken to insure
against damage to the layout. All
went well and the ohhhhhs and
ahhhhhs were all the reward we
needed. We thank the TCA and
NASG for allowing us to promote
S Gauge.
- Lawrence "Leif Erickson

the Detroit area. In 2005 the
Narrow Gauge folks convened in
Dearborn, and in 2007 the NMRA
will hold ins national convention,
theGreat Lakes Express, in downtown Detroit.

MORE S IN MICHIGAN
The 2006 NASG National is now a
pleasant memory for those of us
who hosted it. We certainly
enjoyed seeing so many of our fellow S gaugers in Pontiac, and we
appreciated receiving all the nice
feedback about the convention.

For more information on the 2007
NMRA National, to be held July
22
through
28,
visit
http://www.nmra.org/2007/.
- Gaylord Gill

This year's convention was the
second event in an interesting "trifecta" of model railroad natioals in

Several S layouts will again be on
stage on next summer's NMRA
layout tours (for some this will be
the third year in a row). At this
time the following individuals
with S layouts are listed on the
NMRA tour schedule: Dave
Campbell, Joel DeWitt, Gay lord
Gill, Larry Glowczewki, Tom
Hess, Dan Kempf and Brooks
Stover.

NOTE: Dick Cataldi should be
given credit for some of the Guest
Editorial in the Directory issue.
- Richard Lind

TON ALCO TRACK

S-CALENDAR
Nov. 18, 2006: Indianapolis S
Show. 3rd annual at Carmel Lions
Clubhouse, Carmel IN., Charles
Malinowski (317)-566-1748 or
bmryl905@yahoo.com
Feb. 2007: 22nd Annual Sn3
Symposium. Denver, CO.
March 30-31, 2007: Spring S
Spree sponsored by the Central
Ohio
S
Gaugers.
Makoy
Conference Center, Hilliard, Ohio
(near Columbus). Lots of space hoping for large modular layout.
Alan Evans
- alan@rockyforkprinting.com.
Websites:
www.cosg.org
and
www.makoy.com Other details
TBA
July 10-14, 2007: NASG
Convention Baltimore, MD. Best
Western Hotel, 410-633-9500.
Tours will include layouts, Metro
Shops, B&O Museum and more.
Convention website for info:
www.baafc.org. .
July 22-28, 2007: NMRA
National Convention. Detroit,
Michigan, www.nmra.org/2007/.
Several S layouts on tour

The Code 70, 83 & 100 track supplier to the S scale modeler

Aug.
5-10,
2008:
NASG
Convention. Lowell. MA. Details
TBA-

Tomaico Track can supply you with quality nickel-silver, code 70, 83 and
code 100 flextrack, standard turnouts from #4 to #10, Wye, Double slip,
3-way, and Curved in any radius along with crossings from 14 to 90
degrees. Products can be weathered and made DCC ready if
requested. All turnout and crossing products are mounted on stained
wood ties. Separate tie kits are available for those who have an
unmounted Old Pullman or BK Enterprises turnout you wish to use.

TOMALCO TRACK
289 Orchard Circle
Hendersonviile, NC 28739

Bids Open for NASG Annual
Conventions — 2009 and beyond.
Contact Lee Johnson, 2472 Lariat
Ln., Walnut Creek, CA 945966635 - 925-943-1590 - email:
leemax@jps.net

LLmorton@mchsi.com
828-694-3858
Credit cards accepted
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Summary Minutes of the
NASG Board of Trustees Meeting
4 August 2006
The 2006 NASG Board of Trustees meeting
was held at the NASG National Convention,
Pontiac, Ml on August 4, 2006. The meeting
convened at 9:45pm.
BOT Members Present: Sam McCoy, Dick
Karnes, Michael Shea, Michael Greene, Gerry
Evans
Proxies: John Foley (proxy for Bill Fuhrman),
Ken Zieska (proxy for Walt Jopke)
Committee Chairs/Others present for
Committee Reports:
Lee Johnson
(Convention), Jamie Bothwell (Elections)
Minutes for the previous meeting were
reviewed and accepted unanimously. A motion
was made and approved unanimously to add
the NASG BOT Minutes and NASG General
Meeting minutes to the NASG .ORG website
under the member login area.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Made & Accepted Unanimously
Promotions: John Foley presented a report on
Promotions activities. NASG promotional
activities at 2005-2006 shows were generally
well received - with special note of the excellent response at the recent National Train
Show (held in conjunction with the NMRA
National Convention in Philadelphia). The
Promotions Committee also has recently
updated the "This is S Gauge" brochure,
including some new photographs provided by
Bob Werre, and the new brochure is now
available from the promotions committee for
use at shows, meets, mailings, etc. The 20062007 tentative schedule for NASG participation in key shows and conventions was
reviewed, with a note that staffing and club
layouts are still being arranged. A motion was
made and approved unanimously to maintain
the 2006-2007 Promotions budget at the same
level ($19,000)as it was in FY 2005-2006.
Elections: Jamie Bothwell reported that the
Elections committee is currently seeking candidates for the 2007 Elections. The positions
of Executive VP, Secretary, Eastern Region
VP, Central Region VP, and Western VP will
be on the 2007 ballot. Current office holders
interested in running again as well as others
interested in seeking office are asked to contact Jamie Bothwell as soon as possible with
their intentions, but not later than October 15
2006.
Convention: Lee Johnson provided a written
convention report:
The 2005 National Convention had 215 registrants (325 including families), with 227
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attending the banquet. The convention was
profitable, with the profit split between the
host group and the NASG, and the convention
was viewed as an overall success.
The 2006 National Convention is being hosted
by the Southeastern Michigan S Gangers in
Pontiac, MI from August 2-6, with total registration (included families) expected to be over
275, and over 140 for the banquet. Financially
the convention should be on the plus side.
The 2007 National Convention will be hosted
by the Baltimore Area American Flyer Club in
Baltimore, MD from July 10-14. The BAAFC
was present at the 2006 National Convention
with detailed information on registration,
hotel, tours, and other promotional material.
The 2008 National Convention will be hosted
by the Bristol S Gauge Railroaders in Lowell,
MA.
Bids are currently being solicited for the 2009
and 2010 National Conventions.
American Flyer Car: Doug Peck provided a
written report. 2004 Car is sold out. A few
2005 cars are still available. 2006 GE Bucyrus
crane cars are selling very well. Planning is
also underway for future cars in this series.
Membership: Stan Furmanak provided a
written report, with Mike Shea answering
additional questions. The BOT again noted the
significant amount of positive feedback on
membership processing. Average processing
time on renewals is now down to about 7 days.
In 2005 the NASG membership grew by 125
members, while 72 new members have joined
to date in 2006. The BOT thanks Stan & Mike
Shea for all of their efforts on behalf of the
entire membership.
A motion was made and unanimously
approved to investigate outsourcing the
monthly mailing of membership renewal
notices.
Website: Michael Greene reported that the
web site backlog has been cleared, and the
club listing revamped and updated. Ongoing
updates to the online databases for rolling
stock and locomotives continue to be made
with contributions by a number of individuals,
and a new database for S structures is currently being assembled. Currently a pilot project is
being developed to enable the payment of
membership fees (new and renewal) and to
enable purchase of AF cars, via an online payment system. If the pilot is deemed successful,
then it will be expanded to include other areas
well.
Russell M. Mobley Library: Dick Karnes
reported that the Library continues to operate
successfully, paying its own way. Its services
are now available to non-members either by
payment of a $3 per transaction fee , or by

payment of the $20 membership fee.
Treasurer's Report: - Michael Shea presented the Treasurer's Report. The NASG experienced a $24,063 net profit for the period July
1, 2005 - June 30, 2006. At the end of FY
2005-2006 the NASG had approximately
$115,000 cash on hand, but this includes revenues for a large number of 2006 American
Flyer car orders while the NASG has not yet
had to pay the manufacturer for those cars.
Everyone is reminded of the new policy that
all expenses for NASG reimbursement must
be submitted to the Treasurer within 90 days of
the expense with all applicable receipts, or the
expenses will NOT be reimbursed. Overall the
NASG finances are in good shape.
Clearinghouse: Bill Mark, Jr. provided a written report on Clearinghouse activities. The
Clearinghouse asked that an updated order
form be produced for the Dispatch, and that
the revised product list & pricing be updated
on the NASG.ORG web site..
NASG Dispatch: A written report for the
NASG Dispatch was provided by Jeff
Madden. Discussion ensued on the NASG getting electronic copies of the Dispatch on CD in
PDF format from the printer as it is published.
Engineering: no report. Discussion ensued
about additional cooperative work with the
NMRA on Track and Clearance Gauges.
Contests: no report submitted, but Jim
Whipple is managing the contests for this convention, and is still seeking a volunteer to
assist with the Contest committee operations.
NASG Special Projects: Special Projects
committee is currently looking at potential
projects for the upcoming year. Dick Karnes,
John Foley & Gerry Evans reported that: the
brick building project continues to experience
delays and alternate strategies are being
reviewed to complete this project, there are
only a few grey Pullman cars remaining from
the Pullman car project, all of the initial
NASG order of Passenger car coach seats are
sold out, and the manufacturer Palace Car
Company continues to offer the seats direct
and through dealers, and all of the initial
NASG order of Citrus Packing Shed structure
kits from Showcase Miniatures are sold out,
and additional kits are now available direct
from the manufacturer. Both the coach seats
and citrus shed projects were considered
extremely successful by the manufacturers and
they are considering additional S scale offerings.
OLD BUSINESS
Armco Building kit: Some kits remain and
the NASG is currently assessing options for

the future of this kit.
Brick Building project: A motion was made
and approved unanimously to have Dick
Karnes assess the project status after the convention, and if acceptable progress is being
made, then the project will continue on its current path. If insufficient progress has been
made since the last checkpoint, then Dick is
authorized to secure the tooling and existing
parts already run by the vendor and paid for
by the NASG, and terminate the relationship
with the current vendor.
NASG Sponsored S SIGs Policy change:
Dick Kames proposed a minor revision to the
recently adopted policies sponsoring NMRA
"S" SIGs. The revision regarding the NASG
subsidy of such SIGs was approved unanimously, and a further motion was made and
approved unanimously to cap the NASG subsidy to any NASG sponsored NMRA "S" SIG
at $10 per member per year.
NEW BUSINESS
S-Mod Updates: Sam McCoy raised the topic
of updating the S-MOD standards, and
requesting suggestions for participants in that
activity. Michael Greene suggested that the
NASG involve their counterparts in the
NMRA Technical Dept in such an activity.
After some discussion, Ken Zieska volunteered to assemble a propose charter for such a
group, and provide to Sam McCoy.

Acceptance of Credit Cards: Michael
Greene provided a brief overview of the pilot
being developed to support online purchasing
via credit cards, etc. The pilot will use PayPal
and is expected to be ready to demonstrate to
BOT members and other key NASG personnel
by September.
Credit Cards for use by NASG personnel: A
few key NASG committee chairs are working
on process improvements which require their
ability to pay for certain items (e.g., USPS
shipping charges) via credit card - these
improvements deliver an advantage (financial
or otherwise) to the NASG. A motion was
made and unanimously approved directing
Mike Shea to investigate alternatives and find
a solution that meets our needs.
PC for NASG Dispatch: As discussed at last
year's BOT meeting, the time has come to
replace the PC & printer used by the NASG
Dispatch Editor. A motion was made and
unanimously approved allocating $1000 for
the purchase of a new PC and Printer. In addition another motion was made and unanimously approved allocating the necessary funds to
purchase a copy of the latest version of Quark
Express for use by the Dispatch editor for
Dispatch production.
Library software: A motion was made and
unanimously approved to purchase a copy of

the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Exchange
Professional for use by the Russell M. Mobley
Librarian to enable production of PDFs of various library items.
NCE Command Station: A motion was made
and unanimously approved to purchase a DCC
command station from NCE to upgrade the
DCC system on the NASG switching layout.
Coors TCA Car: Sam McCoy advised that
the Rocky Mountain Division of the TCA is
producing a Coors reefer for sale to TCA
members. The RMD/TCA is willing to offer it
for sale to NASG members, and recommended
that the NASG sell a NASG Dispatch black
and white insert to the RMD/TCA to advertise
the car to appear in the next available issue of
the Dispatch, as well as working with Jeff
Madden to provide a Dispatch cover inset
color photo on the next issue. A motion was
made and unanimously approved to support
this effort.
NASG Logo: A motion was made and unanimously approved to register the NASG logo as
a registered trademark of the NASG.
The meeting adjourned at IrOOam August 5,
2006.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Greene
NASG Secretary

Susquehanna S-Gaugers "Steam-up" • At Mark Anderman's Wild Studio, April 1st & 2nd, 2006 • (frontpage 33)

Top Left: Corvin Oberholtzer, son of Dennis
Oberholtzer, operating the electronic turnout controls
on their pike of American Flyer track. The set up featured six turnouts, one crossover (tee) and a trestle
set. It contained about 138 ft. of track with three
engines operating simultaneously.
Top Right: Bob Persing (left) and Earl Wagner (right)
checking out the action.
Bottom: Part of Dave Van Gilder's wood trestle and
some of his S-Helper track. One leg of the Oberholtzer
track was situated to run under the wooden trestle.
-Photos by Mark Anderman
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Rail Mail cont. from page 5

S Gaugers participate.

Standard Railway Castings. The
first generation diesel era photo
contains items from Pennsy S
Models, River Raisin, American
Models, S Helper Service, and Des
Plaines Hobbies lines of freight
cars (S Scale America and Pacific
Rail Shops).
-Bob Werre, NASG Photographer

Firstly, there is Leigh Swanson,
not really an active member of
SMSG, but a great guy, none-theless. He picked up myself and the
Gregg Miller crew at the Amtrak
station in Pontiac and ferried us to
the convention hotel; he also
returned us to the station for our
departures. His effort and consideration was greatly appreciated.

Small Layouts: This may be old
news, but in the world of small
layouts, Carl Arendt's site is a must
see. His Micro layouts range in
scale from Nn3 to 7/8 scale. See
http: //carendt. com
-Don Munsey, Jr.
Noteworthy: Doug Peck asked
that I mention that Gene Kelley of
Massachusetts had a very nice article on his hi-rail layout in the July
2006 issue of CTT. You'll also
notice his name as a contest winner
(Sudimak Award winner) on page
8. Doug says his layout will be on
tour for the 2008 NASG convention in Lowell, Mass.
-Jeff
Walther's Depot: I got to see one
of the Walther's Cornerstone RTR
Pella depots. This building is built
up and in the $50-$55 range and in
HO, of course. It has a platform of
herringbone brick that is about
1/16" thick and maybe 60' long in
S. The doors are right at 6'8"
before the transoms. I think this
building would make a great looking S station if the platform and
building were on a foundation that
brought the level up about 18 to
20" higher and got the rail height
just below the platform height.
Flyer folks could never utilize this
very well, but sealers probably
could. There is a nice bay window
just begging for a train order
board. One review I saw stated it
was a Rock Island design. It is certainly worth a long look.
- Gale Hall
What can I say? The convention
was a blast! I need to thank some
folks for helping the Crescent City
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We were thrilled "to death" to win
the Bill Krause award from the
Connecticut S Gaugers for S promotion. It was the "icing" to the
great experience we had at the
convention.
- Jay Mellon, Crescent City S
Gaugers, New Orleans, LA

Scouting and S: I just received
my October issue of Scouting
Magazine. There is a great article
in an on-going series, A Family
Next, there is Jerry Pontiatowski to
Together feature about how model
whom I first made inquiries rairoading and railfan activities
regarding bringing the CCSG laycan be a long-term and rewarding
out to the convention. Thanks for
family activity, what caught my
the encouragement, Jerry. And, eye were the photos of the layout
also to Tom Hawley and Sig
showing an S gauge layout with
Fleischmann for their efforts on
classic AF track and equipment.
our behalf. We also thank Gaylord John April of Orinda, CA and
Gill and the entire membership of
some of his extended family were
SMSG for the financial support
featured. As a Railroading merit
that helped us transport our mod- badge counselor he estimates he
ules the roughly 1000 miles from
has given that class to almost a
Louisiana to Michigan. Couldn't thousand Boy Scouts.
have done it without y'all.
- Russ Rawling
And I have to mention our club
member Mickey Guidroz, who
loaned us the use of his personal
trailer and drove the club display
layout solo up to Pontiac and back.
Great job, Mickey.
We also thank NASG for all its
encouragement and support.
Gracias to the NASG "Clearing
House" for the NASG T-shirts and
track gauges.
We enjoyed operating our display
layout at the convention hotel and
hope the attendees enjoyed it as
well. There were a few problems
with it, but, hey, there is always
room for improvement. We had a
great time talking to the various
viewers. And, wouldn't you know
it? With about 10 minutes before
we were to start break-down, some
young
enthusiastic
viewers
showed up who definitely didn't
want it to end. That seems to happen at just about every show we
do. I guess that's one of the constraints with keeping show/convention on time.

Russell M. Mcftley Memorial
Library

Maaazlne Resources
3/16 "S"cale Railroading
Essence ~~ the NMRA "S" SIG
newsletter, 1985-1988
Mainline Modeler (1980-1997)
Model Railroader (\)
NASG Dispatch
S Gauge Herald
S Gaugian
S/Sn3 Modeling Guide
Sn3 Modeler
Need an article? Need an
article search?
We'll find it and send you a
print or lend you the

magazine.
[Russell M, Mobley Memorial Library
Dick Karnes, Librarian
4323 86th Ave. SE
Mercer Island, WA 98040-4124
nasgUbrary@earthlink.net

WWW.NASG.ORG

Jeff's Jet. cont. from page 5

turers, the next logical step would be to offer miscellaneous scenic accessories that would support these
structures. Here is a list of possibilities for mass produced, low-budget items: 1. Figures (painted or
unpainted), animals, roadside highway signs, billboards, mail boxes, non-signalled crossbucks, working crossbucks and gates, working signals, foam highway or styrene highways, working street lights, crates,
utility trucks, etc.
Yes, many of these items are probably available from
specialty manufacturers, but most aren't really available in mass produced form. Now there's a thought the larger manufacturers could use the specialty man-

The "Over 40 Club'

ufacturers as sub-contractors. An example of this
would be to order individual figures and farm animals
from say Ertl (Racing Champions) for packaging for
individual sale or matched up with structures. Why not
piggyback on some MTH structures like the farmhouses already produced in S - maybe with different
colors.
I do feel that eventually the major S manufacturers
would benefit by expanding their product lines beyond
track and rolling stock. This one-stop shopping would
help the beginner and scale-hoppers to opt for S.
-

Jeff

As NASG Members, that is..

"CollinsII;"WallaceE.J.";IIOradeH";"NJ"
IITitman1I;"FrankII;"Allentown";"PA11
IIBortzII;"John";IIHuntingdonValley";"A"
"Wade";"Claud";"Saint Louis";"MO"
"Heimburger'V'Don'V'Forest Park";"IL"
"Porter";"Charles B.'V'OconomowocVWI"
"ShuttleVCIifton L.'V'BarreVVT"
"Riley";"Paul V.";"Peabody";"MA"
"Jugle";"L. Andrew";"Elmhurst";"IL"
"TroxellII;"Jackn;1IHouston";"TX"
"Stevens";"Paul E.";"Kansas City";"MO"
"OertlyII;"BiH";IIRoanokeII;"VA"
"Schnur";"Jerry C.";"lndianapolis";"IN"
"Held";"David O.";"lmlay City";"MI"
"Jensen";"Roger F.II;"Martin";"OH"
"Zieska";"Ken W.";"Plymouth";"MN"
"Brown";"Clifford R.II;"Gastonia";"NC"
"Fraley'Y'William J.";IIHershey";"PA"
"Jaeger";"Donald W.Y'Holcomb11;11!!.11
"RiddleII;IITom";"Richmond";"VA"
"Stauffer";IIEllisR.I1;IIMertztown";IIPA"
"Eggleston";"Edwin J.II;"Corinth";"NY"
"Westermeier";"Rusty E.Y'Glenwood'V'IA"
"Nicholson";"Robert B.";"Fort Madison";"IA"
i nanks to Stan Furmanak for sending this.
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New steamers and cars !
Burlington 4-6-2 46000-CBQ

Southern 4-6-2 46006

tf

•

"

ACFX 7228S

New York Central 4-6-2 46005

Above die cast steam from $299.95

Rock Island 4-6-2 46007

*

BF Goodrich $39.95

Texaco $39.95

Soo Line $39.95

ICG Godola $33.95
w/ cover $39.95

248-437-6800 arnericanmodels.com
Serving S scale for 25 years !

Sunoco $39.95

Dow $39.95

C & O 3358 $34.95
Limited time 10 numbers!

Reading $39.95

